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GET
SHORTY
BEEF SHORT
RIBS ARE
LONG ON
POSSIBILITIES
BY MIKE SULA
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Cinderlands Beer Co.,
garnishes its take on short
ribs with orange zest and
parsley. Get the recipe on
page 8.

When Chef Auguste Escoffier published his
now legendary French cuisine bible, “Le Guide
Culinaire,” in 1902, he reserved some serious
praise for train de cotes, aka beef ribs.
“This part of the carcase (sic),” he wrote,
“is one of the finest joints for presentation
and carving in the dining room.”
In Escoffier’s mind, short ribs were a
luxurious secret weapon for wooing guests.
More than a century later, local chefs are
finally taking his advice to heart.
For years, American chefs tended to
lump the rich, fatty, full-flavored and,
frankly, ornery cut in with the similarly
cheap meats likes oxtails, cheeks and
tongues. Then came a renaissance, thanks
to the tail-to-snout movement, and now
something close to a short rib frenzy.
Short rib volume in the food service
industry was up a whopping 23 million
pounds in 2017, according to the National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association. That’s 116
million pounds of braised, barbecued,
stewed, sous vide, and seared-off beef,
which can help chefs dramatically increase
the price of everything from sandwiches
and pasta to porridge and poutine.
Due to the necessity of low and slow
cooking, “it is one of those things—whew,
you gotta commit,” says Alex Seidel, chef
of Denver Fruition and Mercantile Dining
& Provision, who has a braised short rib
sandwich on his lunch menu. “It’s our No. 1
selling sandwich.”
No longer an undesirable cut and slow to
cook, what accounts for this popularity?
One word: versatility.
Chefs can charge top dollar for a piece of
12-hour braised, pressed and seared short
rib paired with a vegetable and starch, and
use the trim and leftovers at brunch or
lunch in some hash, eggs Benedict, pasta or
dumplings. It’s the ultimate economizer.

PROPER PLATINGS

Even offering pricey prime short ribs
makes sense when you can charge $38
for a 2-by-4-inch square of protein
garnished with chanterelles, fermented
napa cabbage, kale chips and red cabbage
agrodolce puree. That’s an entree on

6
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Executive Chef Jason Knibb’s dinner
menu at Nine-Ten in La Jolla, California.
He starts by searing off boneless ribs, then
marinates them overnight in mirepoix,
red wine and ruby port. A 3- to 4-hour
braise in veal stock renders them tender,
while their fattiness ensures they’re
difficult to overcook.
They’re trimmed, squared off, portioned
and bagged individually with the reduced
braising liquid for convenient pickup.
Chefs should consider the advantages of
using short ribs to gild other high-profit
classics, like soups and sides, which can
keep carnivores coming back for more.
At Fruition in Denver, a short rib
crowns a stone-ground polenta soup with
preserved tomato jam and grana padana
crisp, which delivers just as much fullbodied flavor as a traditional entree.

PULL THEM FOR PASTA

Similarly, at Nine-Ten, Knibb offsets
costs by using the trim to stuff a ravioli
app plated with hazelnut cream, butternut
squash, pomegranate seeds, hazelnut
brown-butter crumb and fried sage ($16).
“Instead of staff mealing it, we put it to
use on our menu,” says Knibb. “You have a
lot of textures, flavor, richness and depth.”
It’s a dish that’s grown so popular he no
longer uses just trim. He now dedicates
short ribs for this top-selling app alone.
Short rib is a long-running cool-weather
crowd pleaser at Vinci in Chicago, where
chef-owner Paul LoDuca braises boneless
short rib meat with fennel, carrots, celery,
onions, leeks, fresh, rosemary and sage.
“It’s warming. It’s comforting. It really
checks all the boxes,” says LoDuca.”
When the meat is tender, it’s cooled
and pulled while the braising liquid is
reduced to a sauce chunked with carrots
and rutabagas. At pickup, 5 ounces of fresh
pappardelle is tossed with 3 ounces of meat
and finished with Parmesan and a buttermounted sauce ($19).

THINK RICE

Grains can act as a low-cost “canvas” for
braised short ribs. That’s how Chef Yia Vang
of Minneapolis’ Union Kitchen describes
the Hmong rice porridge mov kua dis topped
with seasoned short rib. He cooks down sushi-grade rice until sticky and stewy, garnishes with 2 to 3 ounces of pulled short rib
braised in milk stout, lemongrass, ginger
and dark soy. Each bowl gets a sous vide soft
egg, scallion, cilantro, radish, and chilies,
plus a bit of beef tallow and braising liquid
that acts as the tare, or seasoning ($12). “It
has a very rich flavor, but the rice porridge
mellows it out,” he says. “You don’t have to
make that many short ribs, so you can really
cut (costs).”
At Cinderlands Beer Co., in Pittsburgh,
Chef Joe Kiefer dry cures short ribs for
24 hours in rosemary, orange zest salt,
peppercorns, and cardamom, sears them
off, then braises the meat in the brewery’s
milk stout, a rich braising medium rife
with espresso, vanilla, and berry notes.
He makes a “risotto” with rye berries
($23), cooked in fortified stock, then
finishes it with butter and smoked goat
cheese, 5 ounces of pulled short ribs,
fennel, capers and Castelvetrano olives.
Using preserved blood oranges, thinly
shaved fennel and red onion as a garnish,
“you get this nice mix of tangy salty
creaminess to cut through the richness of
the short ribs,” says Kiefer.

SAVE IT FOR A SANDWICH

“Fine dining between the bun”—that’s
what Seidel calls the braised short rib
sandwich on his market lunch menu.
He adopts a similar philosophy on his
dinner menu at Fruition: The meat is
cured overnight in herbs and onions and
seared in a rondeau, which is deglazed in
red wine. Then it’s braised in a veal stock
for four hours, trimmed, portioned and
pressed. “We try not to shred it too much,
but we break it down a little bit” It’s set on
a baguette, with French onion jus, aged
Gruyere fondue, and arugula, a hefty treat
that Seidel has yet to finish himself.
Generously marbled with fat and
connective tissue, short ribs are a barbecue
staple that deliciously break down after
a low and slow smoke. At the Currency
Exchange Café in Chicago, Chef Lamar
Moore builds a smoker by filling a hotel pan
USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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2 oranges, zested

parsley stems, oregano, rosemary and cracked

2 heads of garlic, minced

peppercorns in cheesecloth. Add to a pot with

15 sprigs rosemary, leaves only, minced

rinds of two juiced lemons, 60 grams kosher salt,

6 to 8 pounds bone-in short ribs

3 quarts water and 1 quart rye berries. Bring

Kosher salt, as needed

to a boil then lower to a simmer. Cook until soft,

2 medium red onions, roughly chopped

roughly 35 minutes. Rye berries will still have

2 carrots peeled and roughly chopped

some chew. Drain and cool on a sheet tray.

6 celery stalks, roughly chopped
3 tablespoons tomato paste
2 small cans San Marzano tomatoes

Braised short rib sandwich

Milk stout, as needed

Chef Alex Seidel, Mercantile Dining & Provision,

8 bay leaves

Denver

5 fresh garlic bulbs, split in half

❱

with cherry wood and oak and topping it
with a perforated pan holding the ribs.
They go wrapped in the oven at 200
degrees for 90 minutes before he sears and
braises them in red wine, chicken stock,
mirepoix, garlic and red onion. A 5-ounce
portion goes on buttered, toasted brioche
with a bit of the braising liquid, garlic aioli
and pickled red onion ($10). To save on cost,
Moore uses cheaper bone-in ribs. “I want
to be able to rely on the bone for flavor and
moisture and I can use the bone for stock
for other recipes.” n

THE LEFTOVERS

If a kitchen is serving
short ribs as a main
item, chances are
the trim, leftovers or
bones are working
other dishes—
sometimes in an
appetizer or as a
breakfast, brunch
or lunch option that
often outsell the
originals. Check out
these second-life
short rib dishes for
inspiration:

3 sprigs rosemary

5 pounds beef short ribs

2 tablespoons cracked black pepper

½ cup kosher salt

1 tablespoon unsalted butter

4 tablespoons black pepper

¼ cup small fennel, cored and diced

5 large shallots, thinly sliced

1 cup prepared rye berries, recipe follows

3 large carrots, thinly sliced

Splash of red wine

¼ cup tomato paste

❱ Short rib hash,

½ cup braising liquid from short ribs

2 cups red wine

caramelized onions,

2 tablespoons chevre

4 quarts chicken stock

peppers, over-easy

¼ cup Castelvetrano olives, pitted and sliced

French onion soup mix, recipe follows

eggs, $18

3 to 4 pounds short ribs

1 teaspoon capers

Gruyere fondue, recipe follows

Vinci, Chicago

Oil as needed

2 teaspoons parsley, chopped

French baguettes as needed

1 bottle of stout beer

2 teaspoons oregano, chopped

Arugula, to garnish

2 stalks of lemon grass

Finely ground fresh black pepper

Short Rib Mok Kua Dis
Chef Yia Vang, Union Kitchen, Minneapolis

3 large chunks of ginger

❱ Short rib poutine,

Season short ribs with salt, pepper, shallots and

$12

carrots for 24 hours.

Currency Exchange

1 bulb of garlic

Massage 1 cup salt, pepper, orange zest, minced

1 large onion, diced
¹⁄3 cup dark soy

garlic and rosemary all over short ribs. Cure
refrigerated for 24 hours unwrapped. Rinse and

Remove short ribs from cure, reserving shallots

¼ cup mirin

pat dry.

and carrots. In a cast iron pan, sear short ribs until

Café, Chicago

caramelized. Place short ribs in a braising pan.

❱ Short rib burger,

preheated cast iron skillet, sear ribs on both sides

In the same cast iron pan, caramelize reserved

Cinderlands Beer Co.,

Scallions, for garnish

and place in braising pan. Add onions and carrots

vegetables until golden brown. Add tomato paste

Pittsburgh

Pickled carrots, for garnish

to skillet; saute 5 minutes and add celery. Cook

and toast until aromatic. Deglaze with red wine

Kosher salt as needed
Porridge, recipe follows

Season short ribs liberally with kosher salt. In

Sliced radishes, for garnish

$15

until soft, add tomato paste and splash of stout

and reduce by half. Add vegetables and stock

Sear short ribs in oil heated saute pan. Transfer

followed by tomatoes and bay leaves. Cook for

and braise at 275 F for 4 hours or until tender.

❱ Short rib benedict,

ribs to a hotel pan and add aromatics, soy and

10 minutes and place in braising pan. Deglaze

Remove meat and fold in French onion soup mix.

English muffin,

mirin. Cover with foil and braise in preheated 275

with the remaining stout, add to short ribs with

Layer meat in a toasted baguette with Gruyere

poached eggs, smoked

F oven for 3 hours. Cool overnight in liquid.

garlic bulbs, remaining rosemary and pepper.

fondue and garnish with arugula. Makes 4 to 6

tomato hollandaise,

Place parchment paper over ribs and then foil.

sandwiches.

potatoes, arugula, $12

Pull meat from ribs; reserve liquid. Add meat to

Braise in a preheated 325 F oven for 2 hours. Cool

porridge or top it, along with garnishes. Makes 6

in braising liquid overnight. Remove meat from

For French onion soup mix, sweat 7 julienned

to 8 servings.

bones, skim fat and reserve liquid.

white onions, 3 red onions, 2 shallots, 3 garlic
cloves and ½ pound of butter for an hour or more

❱ Short rib ravioli,

For rice porridge, add 1 cup short-grain rice

On the pick up, add butter to a saute pan and

until well caramelized. Deglaze with ½ cup sherry

hazelnut cream,

and 6 cups of water to a large pot and cook to

cook fennel until translucent. Add rye berries

wine. Add 4 quarts chicken stock and braising

butternut squash,

porridge stage. Season with salt.

and wine; reduce by half. Add 3 ounces meat and

liquid. Add sachet of 2 bay leaves and handful of

pomegranate seeds,

braising liquid. Reduce until a small amount of

thyme and reduce until thick and soupy. Strain

hazelnut brown butter

liquid remains. Remove from heat; add remaining

and season to taste with sherry vinegar, salt and

crumb, fried sage,

ingredients; toss. Top with 2 more ounces of meat,

pepper.

$16; short rib panini,

Short Rib with Rye Berries “Risotto”
Chef Joe Kiefer, Cinderlands Beer Co.,Pittsburgh

Prohibition, Denver

and desired garnishes. Makes 8 servings.
1 cup kosher salt
2 tablespoon black pepper

8
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For rye berry prep: combine 1 bunch fresh

aged cheddar, onion
For Gruyere fondue, add 2 cups of boiling cream

marmalade, $18

to a Vita-Mix and turn on to low speed. Add 6

Nine-Ten La Jolla,

cups of Gruyere cheese and mix.

California

Chef Alex Seidel at
Mercantile Dining &
Provisions in Denver gives
a sandwich the short rib
treatment.
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The stalwart lava
cake stirs up
some new moves

low

BY PETER GIANOPULOS

go w i t h t h
10
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The Chocolate Waffle Lava
Cake from Tavern 62 in
New York fuses breakfast
with dessert.

Make Some Lava
❱ For maximum meltability, prepare
the cakes just prior to service.
❱ Thoroughly mix all base
ingredients to eliminate flour
pockets.
❱ Over whipping incorporates too
much air, creating a souffle rather
than lava.

❱ Let the batter rest so the fats
solidify and the rise is even.
❱ Be sure to adequately grease
molds to prevent sticking.

Biscuits aren’t
just for breakfast.

❱ Don’t even think about overbaking.
When it doubt, pull from the oven.
❱ During dessert rush, underbake
large batches, then reheat during
service.

Pillsbury™ Biscuits deliver homemade
taste, with minimal labor. From
sandwiches to entrées to desserts,
Pillsbury Biscuits bring endless
possibilities across your entire menu.
12
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For biscuit inspiration, go to
GeneralMillsCF.com or talk to your
General Mills Sales Rep.
1.800.852.5252.
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Canoe in Atlanta
gives a nod to
the South with its
Chocolate Peanut
Butter Lava Cake
(recipe page 18).

When it comes to building a hit dessert list, presentation sells.
No matter your customer base—gourmands,
families, tourists or millennials—the gooey
oozing burble from the heart of a round
chocolate cake encourages dessert sales.
The chocolate lava cake has a spot on 9
percent of all menus, trailing only carrot
cake in ubiquity, according to Datassential’s
2017 MenuTrends report. Once it’s added to
the menu, it’s often difficult to pry it off, as
they sell all year and turn a hearty profit.
“The first time you try a chocolate lava
cake, it’s like magic,” says Chef Wade
Wiestling, vice president of culinary
development for the Morton’s steakhouse
chain, whose classic take on the dessert has
been a bestseller for over two decades. “But
they’re actually quite easy to make.”
14
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The dessert can be pumped out of limited
space and has a concise ingredient list
that allows new pastry recruits to master
the prep quickly. But the cake’s enduring
popularity—and recent renaissance—is
mostly due to the ease of tweaking it.
At Clementine’s Naughty and Nice
Creamery in St. Louis, owner Tamara
Keefe uses high-gluten bread flour to
produce a chewier texture and folds a
Madagascar chocolate candy bar into the
center to amp up its richness. Woodlands
Resort in Woodlands, Texas, uses an
Itakuja chocolate that’s double fermented
in passion-fruit pulp to add subtle citrus
notes. Chef Ryan Witcher then adds
espresso ice cream, candied Satsuma zest

and a passion fruit caramel sauce.
Check out these three approaches that
add new life to the stalwart.

1. Break the Mold

Inspired by classic Jersey Shore “waffleice cream” sandwiches, David Burke bakes
a traditional chocolate lava cake between
two cocoa-flavored waffles at Tavern 62 in
New York. They sell like hotcakes because a
hint of maple syrup anglaise and scoops of
cinnamon ice cream blend the familiarity
of breakfast with the luxury of dessert.
WHY IT SELLS: By ensuring his lava
waffles are an easily dividable dessert,
Burke allows diners to spread the calories
around and boost the price. “Charging $8

Yuzo-Miso Chocolate Cake
Chef Makoto Okuwa, Makoto, Miami Beach, Florida

13 tablespoons butter, divided use

To prepare the saketini foam, heat up 1¾ cups

8 ounces 70 percent quality dark chocolate

heavy cream, 1 cup milk, 7½ tablespoons sugar.

6 egg yolks
½ cup flour

Add two gelatin sheets, dissolve and take off heat.
Add ²⁄3 cups Nigori Sake (unfiltered sake) and
1¹⁄3 cups elderflower syrup. Dispense from a foam

1 cup heavy cream

canister (use blender as alternate).

1¾ cups sugar, divided use

¾ cup 35 percent quality white chocolate   
¾ cup Saikyo miso

MENU PRICE: $10; FOOD COST: $3.48

1 tablespoon yuzu juice
Saketini foam, recipe follows
Melt 9 tablespoons of butter and then fold in
dark chocolate to melt. In another bowl, whip
egg yolks, 1¹⁄3 cups of sugar and flour, then fold in
chocolate-butter mixture and whisk vigorously
until incorporated; set ganache aside.
To make white yuzu ganache, bring heavy
cream to first bubble, fold in remaining sugar and
remaining butter, stirring until fully incorporated.
Next fold in white chocolate, whisk until chocolate
is incorporated on low heat. Fold in Saikyo miso,
and yuzu juice. Cool; set aside.
Pour 2 ounces ganache into an aluminum cup, 2
ounces miso ganache and top with 2 more ounces
of ganache. Bake in a preheated 300 F oven 10
minutes, turn and bake 6 more minutes. Allow
to set for 15 minutes and serve warm. Top with
vanilla ice cream rolled in rice crackers bits and
saketini foam. Makes 12 servings.

LAVA CAKES ARE A MUST HAVE
FOR MOST RESTAURANTS,
INCLUDING OURS.

—Chef Makoto Okuwa of Makoto in Miami Beach, Florida

16
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The Yuzo-Miso Lava Cake from
Makoto was inspired by three of
Chef Makoto Okuwa’s favorite
sweet treats: caramel, brownies
and ice cream cones.
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or $10 for a dessert can be a waste of labor,”
says Burke. “Making a shared dessert takes
as much time but allows for higher prices.”

2. Sweet Loves Savory

To avoid single-note chocolate flavors,
Jennifer Paul of Canoe in Atlanta fills her
cake with a peanut-butter ganache and
pairs it with crispy peanut butter brittle
and bacon-praline ice cream. Adding extra
salt to the peanut butter and brown sugar
to the pralines allows the dish’s nutty
flavors to take center stage and latch onto
the bacon, creating a country strong profile
(yes, Elvis) that stands up to the chocolate.
WHY IT SELLS: Diners love peanutbutter cups—a flavor uncommon in lava
form—but it’s the prospect of eating baconpraline ice cream that often reels people in.
“People look at it,” says Paul, “and they say
to themselves, ‘We’re probably not going to
be able to get this anywhere else.’”

WHY IT SELLS: Okuwa’s sake-scented
version fills the restaurant with floral
aromas and each plate is a real looker,
including trails of berries for extra color. n

Chocolate Waffle Lava Cake
Chef David Burke, Tavern 62, New York City

210 grams heavy cream
6 eggs
150 grams sugar
1 pound 64 percent bittersweet chocolate

Chocolate Peanut Butter Lava Cake
Chef Jennifer Paul, Canoe, Atlanta

3 ounces 72 percent dark chocolate
Pinch of salt
150 grams flour
Maple syrup anglaise, recipe follows

4 ounces white chocolate

Waffle cake, recipe follows

2 ounces peanut butter

Cinnamon ice cream, as needed

¾ teaspoon salt, divided use

Cocoa powder, for dusting

4 ounces 70 percent dark chocolate
4 ounces butter

Whip heavy cream to soft peaks; set aside. Whisk

1 cup powdered sugar

eggs and sugar together; set aside. Melt both

2 eggs

chocolates, add salt and slowly add egg mixture

2 egg yolks

so eggs do not cook. Fold in whipped cream and

6 tablespoons flour

then add flour.

Bacon praline, recipe follows
Bacon praline ice cream, recipe follows

Pour batter into greased shallow molds and place
in a water bath. Bake in a preheated 300 F oven

3. Texturize, Texturize, Texturize

At his eponymous restaurant Makoto in
Miami Beach, Florida, Japanese-born Chef
Makoto Okuwa uses a lava cake framework
to pay homage to three favorites: fudge
brownies, caramel and ice cream cones. His
lava cake is filled with miso, passion fruit
and white chocolate—a saltier, more acidic
take on caramel—and paired with ice cream
rolled in rice cracker bits to mimic the
crunchiness of a cone. Then his sake foam
adds a wisp of Japanese flavors.

Melt white chocolate and whisk in peanut butter

for 30 minutes.

and ¼ teaspoon salt until smooth; cool.
Warm one lava cake with two of the waffles in the
Grease 4-ounce custard cups and place on

oven for about 3 minutes at 350 F.

baking sheet. Melt chocolate and butter and
whisk until chocolate is completely melted.

Place a spoonful of the maple syrup anglaise
sauce in the middle of the plate followed by a

Stir in powdered sugar. Add eggs; mix well. Stir

waffle cake. Place the warm lava cake on top of

in flour. Scoop into prepared cups and add 1

bottom waffle and place one more waffle cake on

teaspoon peanut butter ganache, cover the

top.

The Select Brew® Coffee System
gives you:
Broad selection of quality,
customized coffee beverages

peanut butter with chocolate batter. Bake for 9
minutes. Serve with bacon praline bits and bacon-

Garnish with cinnamon, ice cream and powdered

praline ice cream. Makes 4 servings.

sugar. Makes 6 desserts.

To make bacon praline, combine 1½ cups

To make maple syrup anglaise sauce, melt 245

crumbled cooked bacon, 1½ cups sugar, 1½ cups

grams brown sugar, a pinch of salt and 160 grams

firmly packed brown sugar, 1 cup milk, 2 ounces

of maple syrup in sauce pan on low heat, stirring

of butter and 1 teaspoon of vanilla extract over

constantly. Take off the heat and add 2.5 ounces

medium heat. Heat to 240 F, stir until thickened

of butter. Stir in quart of heavy cream. Cool.

Made fresh at the touch
of a button
No-mess usage and
minimal maintenance
Virtually no labor
or coffee waste

and glossiness disappears. Slack out thinly on a
sheet tray with a silicone liner. Cool completely

To make the waffles, melt 8 ounces unsalted

and cut into small pieces.

butter and set aside. Mix together two eggs and

The choice is simple.

1 quart of milk. Add 22 grams baking powder, 40

MAKING A SHARED DESSERT
TAKES AS MUCH TIME BUT
ALLOWS FOR HIGHER PRICES.

—Chef David Burke, Tavern 62, New York City, on the size
of his lava cake dessert.

For bacon-praline ice cream, bring 1 quart

grams cocoa powder, 50 grams sugar, 490 grams

whole milk, 1 quart heavy cream, 2 cups brown

flour and pinch of salt to egg and milk mixture.

sugar and 1 tablespoon vanilla to a simmer.

Add melted butter to batter and combine. Pour

Remove from heat and temper 2 cups egg yolks.

batter into waffle maker and cook according to

Cool over ice bath before processing in an ice

manufacturer’s instructions. Makes 12 waffles.

cream machine. Fold in bacon-praline pieces,
reserving some for garnish.

MENU PRICE: $17;
FOOD COST: $4.49 PER SERVING

MENU PRICE: CANOE $9; FOOD COST: $2.11
©/® The J.M. Smucker Company
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BY KATE LEAHY
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Chef Evan Hennessey

PHOTO JENNIFER BAKOS

seaweed’s
rising tide
SALTY, SAVORY AND
SUSTAINABLE, OCEAN
GREENS ARE IMPACTING
MENUS

Departure in Portland,
Oregon, leverages
kombu in this sea bass
dish. See recipe on
page 26.
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The seaweed-rich vegetable bouillabaisse at
Crossroads Kitchen in Los Angeles conjures
the soul of France for diners with shellfish
aversions or allergies. See recipe on page 26.

coastlines

mossed over with seaweed once ranked as homely
wastelands—the ultimate vacation buzz kill.
But now that diners are clamoring for
versatile and flavorful vegetables, oceanbased plant life is being viewed differently.
It helps that seaweed is abundant, vegan,
and packed with calcium, iron and vitamin
K. Whether served raw, pickled or soaked
in broth, used as a thickening agent, or
added to baked goods, seaweed can add
briny umami qualities to a variety of
dishes.
While nori is only mentioned on 3
percent of menus nationwide according to
research firm Datassential, it has increased
45 percent in the past four years. Furikake,
a seasoning blend that includes nori, may
only be found on 1 percent of menus, but it’s
grown 268 percent over the same period.
Universities are also getting into the game:
University of Massachusetts Amherst not
only prepares high volumes of meals with
nori across campus but uses salted kelp for
a seaweed salad at its chef-driven concept,
Bamboo.
“Scandinavia and Japan have been using
seaweed for years,” says Rupert Blease,
co-chef and owner, with his wife, Carrie,
of Lord Stanley in San Francisco. “We’re a
little bit behind over here, but it’s a market
that can be tapped into.”

THE NEW BEACHCOMBERS

Although a wide array of seaweed grows
along American coastlines, determining
how best to utilize each variety can be a
challenge.
Chef-owner Evan Hennessey started
cooking with seaweed five years ago when
a forager friend asked if he wanted any for
his restaurant, Stages at One Washington
in Dover, New Hampshire. Now Hennessey
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works with local sea lettuces, Irish moss,
sugar kelp, and nori year-round, harvesting
much of it himself by getting in the water of
a nearby coastline with a pair of scissors in
hand. (Seaweed for eating should be picked
in the ocean, not gathered on the beach.)
He dehydrates much of the seaweed
at 125 F until crisp to lengthen its short
shelf life, which is a few days when fresh
compared to years when dried. He then
uses it as a flavor enhancer and thickener.
Hennessey adds dried sugar kelp, his
American version of Japanese kombu, to
all his stocks—from vegetable or duck—to
add some subtle salinity. But he also uses
Irish moss, a mild seaweed, as a binder
in puddings. It holds things together
more gently than eggs or gelatin, while
preserving a local New England tradition.
Some of Hennessey’s dishes lean on
seaweed for both flavor and texture: Dulse,
a salty, burgundy-colored seaweed, in a
duck terrine helps hold its shape while
the egg yolk-nori sauce and shiitake
mushrooms fermented with kelp provide
ocean flavors to balance its earthier notes.

FRESH OR DRIED?

Several West Coast restaurants have
begun using local seaweeds thanks to
forager Kevin Kelley, who dives to harvest
seaweed along the Sonoma Coast. When
left fresh, these seaweeds keep for three
days on ice, though the colors darken over
time. Dried is more durable, with more
concentrated flavor; fresh is brighter and
more eye-catching.
At Lord Stanley, the Bleases found that
some seaweeds take well to the grill while
others are too delicate. Fresh kelp turns

mushy if put directly in stock (dry it first)
but can be wrapped around vegetables
or seafood and grilled. Meanwhile, fresh
bladder wrack develops an olive-like flavor
that pairs well with charred chicories. And
nearly any dehydrated seaweed can be
ground into a powder to make a seasoning.
For savory madeleines that accompany
foie gras, the chefs mix diced fresh kombu
and cooked onions into their batter. “It
brings texture and a little bit of saltiness,”
explains Rupert Blease. “It’s there for the
picking, and no one is really using it.”

WASTE NOT

Although seaweed grows abundantly, it’s
still a precious resource after foraging and
drying time are factored in.
While Chef-owner Kim Alter gravitates
toward delicate varieties, like sea lettuce
and mermaid’s hair, at her San Francisco
restaurant, Nightbird, she is loyal to
premium Japanese kombu for her dashi.
“I like its more mellow flavor,” she says,
which works in her Northern Californian
tasting menu. “If it’s a really aggressive
ocean-y flavor, it can put people off.”
She re-dries kombu used for dashi and
uses it in other ways. By wrapping fish in
the saved seaweed, compressing it in a
bag, and leaving it for a day to cure it, the
fish gains a firmer texture and saltiness.
The same kombu can be used two or three
times this way. She also blends kombu and
other seaweeds into house-cultured butter
served with housemade bread.

NORI 2.0

Since dried nori is relatively familiar
to most diners, Gregory Gourdet—the
culinary director of Departure in Portland,
Oregon, and Denver—uses it in vinaigrettes
and sauces.
To make his nori sauce, Gourdet softens
dried seaweed with tamari and then purees
it with a dash of vinegar. He also makes
furikake, a blend of nori with seasonings,
using equal parts hemp seeds, chili, citrus
zest, and finely minced nori for topping rice
bowls, or sashimi or poke.
“It’s a great way to add the sea flavors and
a bit of crunch,” Gourdet says. “And it’s a
great to have that resource stretched.”
USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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ocean’s

2

1

FOODS FROM
THE SEA
TO KNOW:

3

Seaweed Madeleines

1 GREEN LAVER

Chef Carrie Blease
Lord Stanley, San Francisco

Also known as sea lettuce,
the dried variety can be
cut into strips to add flavor
to dishes.

300 grams flour
9 grams baking powder
6 grams kosher salt
180 grams butter

2 NORI

120 grams chicken fat

Most often dried into
sheets for sushi or
crumbled to make furikake.

360 grams eggs
180 grams sugar
50 grams minced yellow onion
20 grams chicken fat

3 IRISH MOSS

50 grams kombu
Melted butter and flour for greasing

The coagulant
carrageenan often comes
from this bland seaweed,
but it’s also a solid binder.

Combine flour, baking powder and salt in large
bowl. Melt butter and chicken fat in small bowl.
Whisk eggs and sugar in medium bowl. Whisk egg
mixture into dry ingredients. Then mix the butter

4 ROCKWEED
A plentiful brown variety
usually added to steaming
seafood or vegetables.

4
!

SEAWEED CAN BRING TEXTURE AND A LITTLE BIT OF SALTINESS.
IT’S THERE FOR THE PICKING, AND NO ONE IS REALLY USING IT.

—Chef Rupert Blease, Lord Stanley, San Francisco

least one hour, up to overnight.

POWER PLANTS

WAKAME:

Best known in miso soup,
this seaweed dried can be
ground as a seasoning or
crumbled as an accent.

! BONUS BONITO
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translucent. Add diced, steamed kombu. Cook on
mix until incorporated. Place in refrigerator for at

Most often dried and
added to stocks for body
and umami—especially in
dashi and vegan broths.

Though not a seaweed,
these flakes of dried fish
are popular garnish.

Slowly sweat onion in the chicken fat until
low 5 minutes. Add kombu mixture to batter and

5 KELP (KOMBU)

6

mixture into eggs and flour batter. Set aside.

6

5

Seaweed is popular with vegan and
vegetarian-focused chefs, though it’s
proving to have crossover appeal as well.
“There are so many people who don’t
eat shellfish, or even any seafood, due to
allergies or dietary restrictions,” says Tal
Ronnen, chef-owner of Crossroads Kitchen
in Los Angeles.
Ronnen uses nori to season oyster
mushrooms or to coat carrots in a
seaweed “cure” that produces a vegetable

alternative to salmon lox. For her
vegetarian riff on French bouillabaisse,
a stock is made with kombu and finished
with Pernod, orange zest and vegetables,
which deepens the flavors.
Seaweed also offers an ocean-sourced
option to landlocked customers with
limited access to fresh-caught seafood.
“(Plus), sea vegetables are highly
nutritious, often high in calcium and in
B12,” says Ronnen, “which is important in a
plant-based diet.” n

Combine two parts butter with 1 part flour and
grease 2 madeleine until well-coated. Place pans
in freezer for one hour.
Fill shells in each pan with 1 tablespoon of batter.
Place pans on baking sheets and place in a
preheated 325 F oven for 8 minutes; rotate pan.
Let cook 5 to 8 more minutes. Remove madeleines
from oven when browning around the edges and
puffed up in center. Let cool 2 minutes in pan,
then loosen madeleines from molds with a fork.
Tip whole pan out onto a tea towel. Makes 48
madeleines.
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Roasted Sea Bass, Pickled Shiitakes,
Chili & Kombu
Chef Gregory Gourdet, Departure,
Portland, Oregon

3” by 3” piece of kombu
Olive oil, as needed
4 cups shiitakes, stemmed, thinly sliced
Kosher salt as needed
1 small fresno chili, sliced thin
Salt for seasoning

SEA VEGETABLES ARE HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS, OFTEN HIGH IN CALCIUM
AND B12, WHICH IS IMPORTANT IN A PLANT-BASED DIET.
—Chef Tal Ronnen, Crossroads Kitchen in Los Angeles

2 cups tamari
2 cups rice vinegar
2 cups kombu broth
1 cup mirin
½ cup honey
½ lemon juice
4 five-ounce sea bass filets,
Sauteed greens, recipe follows
½ cup scallions, sliced

Vegetable Bouillabaisse with Rouille
Chef-owner Tal Ronnen, Crossroads Kitchen,
Los Angeles

Deglaze with wine until almost evaporated,
about 1 minute. Add kombu stock and simmer,
uncovered, about 20 minutes. Strain; discard

1 tablespoon toasted sesame seeds
2 tablespoons grapeseed oil

solids.

Simmer kombu gently in 4 cups water for 25

1 onion, cut into chunks

minutes. Strain, reserve broth and cool. Slice

1 celery stalk, cut into chunks

Return stock to the pot, stir in saffron and add

thinly; set aside. Heat 2 tablespoons oil in a large

3 garlic cloves, coarsely chopped

mushrooms, artichoke hearts, tomatoes, leeks,

saute pan and cook shiitakes on high heat until

2 bay leaves

fennel, garlic, and parsley. Bring to a simmer and

tender. Season gently with salt and add chilies.

2 fresh thyme sprigs

stir in orange zest, juice and Pernod. Season with

Remove from heat.

½ teaspoon whole black peppercorns

herbes de Provence, salt, and pepper. Simmer,

Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper

stirring occasionally, until vegetables are tender,

In a small sauce pot, combine all remaining

½ cup dry white wine, such as Sauvignon Blanc

about 20 minutes. Season to taste.

liquids and warm to dissolve honey and meld

Kombu stock (recipe follows)

ingredients. Add kombu. Combine shiitakes and

1 teaspoon saffron threads

Ladle bouillabaisse into soup bowls and dollop

liquid; keep warm.

¾ pound small oyster mushrooms, stemmed

the rouille on the toasted baguette for dunking.

4 artichoke hearts, halved (or a 15-ounce can)

Make 4 to 6 servings.

Heat 2 tablespoons oil in a hot pan until very hot,

1 15-ounce can diced tomatoes

sear fish to ensure a nice crust and flip. Place

2 leeks, chopped

To make kombu stock: Steep 4 Sencha green

sautéed greens on a platter. Place fish atop.

1 large fennel bulb, trimmed, halved, cored, and

tea bags and two 6-inch sheets dried kombu with

Dress with shiitakes, kombu and a few drops of

chopped

8 cups boiling water for 15 minutes; strain.

the pickling liquid. Drizzle with olive oil to create

3 garlic cloves, minced

a broken dressing and garnish with scallion and

4 fresh flat-leaf parsley sprigs, chopped

For rouille, combine ½ cup vegan mayonnaise, 1

sesame seeds.

Finely grated zest and juice of 2 oranges

jar of roasted pepper, 3 garlic cloves, one 3-inch

2 tablespoons Pernod

baguette (crust removed and torn into pieces),

To prepare greens: Slice cleaned and stemmed

1 teaspoon herbes de Provence

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard, and juice from half

dark greens such, as collards, swiss chard or kale,

Rouille (recipe follows)

a lemon in a food processor and pulse, scraping

into half-inch ribbons. In a hot pan, heat about 2

Toasted crusty baguette slices, for serving

down the sides as necessary, until well combined.
With the motor running, drizzle in ¼ cup olive oil

tablespoons of olive oil until warm. Add 1 clove
of sliced garlic and season with a pinch of salt.

Heat a large soup pot over medium heat with

in a steady stream, making sure it directly hits

Cook over medium heat until garlic is fragrant and

oil and sweat onion and celery. Add garlic, bay

the blade, and process until emulsified and thick.

golden. Add greens and cook until wilted and turn

leaves, thyme, and peppercorns and season with

Season with salt, pepper, and a pinch of cayenne.

bright green. Season with salt.

salt and pepper.

Refrigerate to store up to 3 days.
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TRASH TO TREASURE
REDUCING WASTE IN THE KITCHEN
INCREASES YOUR BOTTOM LINE
BY MIN CASEY

At Denver’s Black Cat
Bistro, Swiss chard
stems add grassy
notes to the risotto.
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THE WASTE BINS
AT KYIRISAN IN
WASHINGTON,
D.C., CONTAIN
TYPICAL FOODPREP DETRITUS

—carrot scraps, citrus rinds, tomato seeds
and protein trims. But Chef-owner Tim Ma
doesn’t see trash.
He sees money: a precious cache of
his razor-thin profit margins being
chucked away. Even kitchens that revere
ingredients often overlook what could
produce meat and vegetable stocks,
preserved lemons, simple syrups, meat
sauces or tomato water.
“Literally, your dollars are being thrown
away,” Ma says. “It is inefficiency, and that
makes my blood boil.”
Food waste is a large and costly issue.
According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, up to 40 percent of food is
wasted, and by many reports, 10 percent
of food that restaurants purchase ends
up in landfills. ReFED, a waste-focused
nonprofit, estimates that restaurants
annually toss more than 571,000 tons
of food. That said, college campuses
are shaping more eco-conscious minds
while some restaurateurs are combating
mindless and unnecessary wasting of food
by applying a farm-to-table ethos to scraps
and recognizing the dollars-and-cents
downside of waste.
“Once it becomes a business issue, you
have to deal with it,” says Ma. “At some
point you realize it saves money to track
waste and see to its reuse. That’s when
things start to change.”
Dan Barber, chef-owner of Blue Hill
restaurant in New York City, has been one
of the strongest proponents of a full-on
cultural change. In his world, whey from
cheese making is redirected to bread,
and the pulverized pulp from the juiced
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vegetables becomes veggie burgers. While
Barber’s model and the $258 per person
Blue Hill prix-fixe tab aren’t solutions for
all operations, he’s elevated the discussion
from the fringes to the mainstream.

Farm to Fork to Farm

As owner of two restaurants and a
130-acre farm, Eric Skokan runs a tightly
synced system of food-use efficiency.
Menus at Black Cat Bistro and Bramble
& Hare in Boulder, Colorado, are freshly
packed with ingredients grown and raised
at nearby Black Cat Farm.
“We produce it; we respect it,” says
Skokan. “Butt ends of broccoli, bell pepper
seeds and carrot peels are tossed in
buckets, taken to the farm and fed to pigs.
Meat scraps go to chickens. You could think
of that motion, saving and hauling scraps,
as one step in a cycle. The chickens and pigs
end up at the restaurants.”
Efficient utilization and re-utilization
of food is woven into the restaurants. “I
brainwash cooks to follow that model. No.
1 to making it work is creating a culture
where the nickels and dimes of scraps
matter. Price per pound, chard stems cost
the same as leaves. If you toss the stems,
the cost of your leaves doubles. Presented
to cooks that way, the financials come into
focus, and they’ll find a way to make it
work,” Skokan says.
Building flexibility into menus helps
Skokan stay ahead of waste. “I took a step

... YOUR DOLLARS ARE BEING
THROWN AWAY. THAT IS
INEFFICIENCY AND MAKES MY
BLOOD BOIL.
—Chef Tim Ma of Kyirisan in Washington, D.C.

WASTE NOT,
GET
MORE
TIPS FROM THE WASTE-

The broth for this
mushroom dish is made
with the discarded muscle
from scallops. Get the
recipe on page 33.

CONSCIOUS:

TIM MA, KYIRISAN

❱ Pinpoint where your waste
problems originated. Is it
purchasing? Forecasting? Bad
prep or planning?
❱ Challenge chefs to find creative
ways to use leftover foods or aging
product for family meals.
❱ Portion control is important:
Think reasonable portions and
reasonable price control costs.
❱ Chefs can become fortune
tellers—nothing 86ed, no excess,
a near-empty walk-in on Sunday
nights. Attack it as “Let’s order
exactly what we need.” If we run
out, we fix it some other way.
JEHANGIR MEHTA,
GRAFFITI EARTH

❱ Rethink menus for business
meetings. If you’re serving 10
people for breakfast, order five
croissants, bagels and muffins
instead of 10. Guests won’t fret
over eating a bagel instead of a
muffin.
❱ Focus on utilizing food in
unorthodox formats. Make citrus
water with the peels, pickle melon
rinds, make preserves, chutney
and spicy marmalade. There’s a
use for everything.
❱ Single-use items can lead to
trouble. Try to have at least two
uses for all food inventory items.

USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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57

BILLION

VALUE OF U.S. FOOD WASTED AT
CONSUMER-FACING BUSINESSES,
INCLUDING RESTAURANTS.
SOURCE: Statista, 2018

back from the menu writing process to find
ways to use scrap bits,” he says.
“A dish like risotto comes to a new level
of importance. It’s a basic dish that can use
a host of ingredients. Instead of writing
it as risotto with prosciutto and arugula,
we say risotto with prosciutto and farm
vegetables. That creates space to adjust the
makeup of the plate when we need to.”

BY CAPTURING VEGETABLE PEELS
TO MAKE STOCK, FOOD COST ON A
SOUP FELL FROM 28 PERCENT TO
12.3 PERCENT.

Confit Trumpet Mushrooms
with Dandelion Greens and Scallop
Dashi

Risotto with Swiss Chard Stems

Chef-owner Tim Ma

Colorado

4 ounces scallop trim

1 small onion, finely diced

—Jehangir Mehta ,Graffiti Earth, New York

6 fresh mussels

5 cloves garlic, minced, divided use

1 sheet kombu

2 cups arborio rice

1 ounce bonito flakes

1 cup white wine

4 quarts water

4 fresh bay leaves

½ cup yuzu juice

4 cups hot vegetable stock or more if needed

½ cup shiro dashi concentrate

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 pound trumpet mushrooms

2 cups rainbow chard stems, diced

4 cloves garlic

Salt to taste

2 bay leaves

Squeeze of 1 lemon

4 sprigs thyme

2 tablespoons butter

Kosher salt as needed

½ cup pecorino romano cheese, grated

Blended oil as needed

Parsley as needed, chopped

Moving to Zero

84

%
LEFTOVERS TOSSED INSTEAD OF

TAKEN HOME FROM RESTAURANTS.

SOURCE: Food Waste Reduction Alliance

15

%
AMOUNT OF FOOD IN

U.S. LANDFILLS FROM
RESTAURANTS

SOURCE: Environmental Protection Agency
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At Kyrisian, Ma says that fostering a
zero-waste culture is often more difficult
than dreaming up applications for the
scraps themselves. “It’s a constant gentle
pressure of ‘Hey, we want to be mindful of
food and respect how we prepare it.’ Take
carrots: tops go into pesto, peels go into
stock and the carrots are carrots.”
A concise and tightly edited menu
helps stanch waste. “It’s better to have 12
items done well than 24 that are halfassed,” Ma advises. “A 24-item kitchen is
exponentially more complicated. Every
ingredient brought in is another potential
for waste.”
His kitchen is particularly adept at
utilizing trim from costly seafood items.
His scallop dashi reclaims abductor
muscles from scallops, gently leveraging
their sea-sweet taste in a yuzu-spiked
broth that’s partnered with oil-poached
trumpet mushrooms. Dandelion greens
finish the dish. “Tops are tender, stems
chewy. We use both. Stems go on the
plancha where they become tender. Greens
go on top,” says Ma.

Puzzling Out Options

Mindful inventory decisions can impact
the amount of waste you produce. Pointof- sales software today includes tools
that track inventory and sales patterns to
ensure smarter ordering.
Jehangir Mehta, a food-waste consultant
and chef-owner of New York City’s Graffiti
Earth, says he’s not afraid to 86 a dish when
the line runs out of ingredients to make it.
“People buy too much, afraid they’ll run
out. With our intimate service style, it’s
OK for me to have just one order of a dish,”

he says, adding that regulars consider it a
badge of honor to nab a one-and-done dish.
Although running a small 18-seat
restaurant helps ensure his team can
catch valuable food scraps before they hit
the trash, Mehta’s consulting work for the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst—
where 50,000 students, faculty and other
diners are served daily—proves the same
tactics work in large operations as well. “By
capturing vegetable peels to make stock,
food cost on a soup fell from 28 percent to
12.3 percent,” he says.
The key is to get creative with leftovers:
Unused prep ingredients from an omelet
station work in fried rice. Cheese and meat
ends can go into chef salads. Extra grains
can become bread or rice pudding. And
pulled chicken sandwiches with soup can
be buoyed by the carcasses and drippings
culled from rotisseries.
Ken Toong, executive director of
auxiliary enterprises at UMass, was
quick to embrace Mehta’s discoveries.
“A financial model built on waste is
unacceptable,” he notes, adding that
students are keenly attuned to the school’s
efficient use of food resources.
Black Cat’s Skokan is just as tuned in.
“There’s almost always a way to turn scraps
into something spectacular and soughtafter. It transforms the bottom line in a
powerful way, and cooks are more engaged
because they use their brains. It’s not just a
win-win. It’s a win-win-win-win.” n

Chef-owner Eric Skokan
Black Cat Bistro and Bramble & Hare, Boulder,

Kyirisan, Washington D.C.

2 tablespoons sunflower oil

½ bunch red ribbed dandelion greens
Small bunch microgreens

Heat oil in medium-sized pot and saute onion for

Yuzo Kosho vinaigrette, recipe follows

a minute, add all but 1 clove garlic, and rice and
cook until the onion is translucent. Add wine and

Combine scallop trims, including broken pieces

cook 2 to 3 minutes; add bay leaves. Start adding

and abductor muscle, mussels and kombu in a

about ¾ cups of stock over medium heat each

large pot. Add water and heat to a simmer; cook

time the liquid is absorbed.

BUILDING
FOODFLEXIBLE
MENUS
Eric Skokan’s frequently changing
menus at Black Cat lure diners and
give the kitchen room to improvise
when arugula slumps or the bounty
of root vegetables yields surprises.
EXAMPLES:

❱ Hamachi crudo with fennel and
citrus salad, chili oil
Calling out less common citrus
fruits, such as blood oranges,
may be trend-worthy but doesn’t
accommodate other citrus
living out its final days in the
walk-in. A citrus salad, however,
accommodates grapefruit, lemon,
lime, pomelo, oranges or kumquats.

❱ Tunis lamb with cauliflower
couscous, mushroom, parsnip,
seared greens and pistachio tarator

gently 1 hour then boil 10 minutes to increase
viscosity. Cool and season with yuzu juice and

Meanwhile, heat olive oil in saute pan, add

shiro dashi; set aside.

remaining garlic, swirl pan and lightly saute stems;
set aside.

Place oil, mushrooms, whole garlic cloves, bay
leaves, thyme and a few pinches salt in ovenproof

When risotto is tender and all but ½ cup stock

pan that holds ingredients snugly. Add enough oil

has been absorbed, remove bay leaves, stir

to cover, wrap pan in plastic then wrap again in

in stems, reserving some for garnish, correct

aluminum foil. Bake in a preheated 275 F oven for

seasonings with salt and lemon juice, add

about 90 minutes. Hold in oil until use.

remaining stock, swirl in butter, add cheese and
plate. Garnish with remaining chard stems and

Slice the top portion of the greens chiffonade

parsley. Makes 6 servings.

style and toss with vinaigrette. Sear remaining
greens on a plancha or in a hot skillet.
Plate by placing seared greens and microgreens
in each of four bowls. Top with four confit
mushrooms and pour in one cup dashi broth. Top
with dressed greens. Makes 4 servings.
For Yuzu Kosho Vinaigrette, combine 3
tablespoons each of Dijon mustard, Kewpie
mayonnaise and yuzu kosho paste; then add 2
tablespoons rice vinegar. Whisk in 2 cups blended
oil; season with salt and pepper.

570,000
TONS OF FOOD HAULED TO
LANDFILLS FROM RESTAURANTS.

Specifying seared greens rather
than seared spinach offers
flexibility, while a tarator allows for
various herbs or even greens

❱ Mulefoot pork with fingerling
potatoes, Brussels sprouts, pepper
stew and mole
If there’s no time to make green,
white or red mole, swap red
fingerlings for yellow potatoes and
make a stew from sweet bells or
sassier poblanos.

❱ Root vegetable soup with thyme
creme fraiche
Carrots, parsnips and rutabaga
work as well as celery root,
potatoes and boniato.

SOURCE: Yearly, ReFED, a waste-focused nonprofit
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SPECIAL SECTION SERVED UP BY

ASK A CHEF TO
NAME THE MOST
IMPORTANT
INGREDIENT IN THE
KITCHEN and chances
are salt ranks at No. 1. Simply
put, salt amplifies and unites
flavors.

TIME TO
GET SALTY

ABOUT FOOD WASTE

Because salt is also a key ingredient in
food preservation, it’s only natural that
Morton Salt is focusing on an initiative to
combat food waste.
The company recently inked a threeyear partnership with the James Beard
Foundation (JBF) to provide free access
to its new food waste curriculum designed
for culinary school instructors. The
online curriculum, “Creating a Full-Use
Kitchen,” provides technical and creative
approaches to food waste, and examines
the need to reduce food loss along the
supply chain.
“Salt is known for its ability to
transform and elevate the flavors in
food,” says Denise Lauer, chief marketing
officer for Morton, one of the largest salt
companies in North America. “We hope
to transform and elevate the conversation
around food waste and create meaningful
solutions together with consumers,
communities, business and industry.”
Morton launched its initiative in late
2017 as an action campaign aimed at
millennial consumers titled, “Erase Food
Waste.”
The initiative includes a website on
food waste, ideas to reduce waste, recipes
for ingredients that would otherwise get

ONE COMPANY’S
MOVEMENT TO
TREASURE
—NOT TRASH—
FOOD

tossed and an ad campaign using actual
food scraps to create a new font. Now,
Morton is exploring educational solutions
with JBF for the $799 billion restaurant
industry.
Restaurants and institutional
foodservice are responsible for 29 to 44
billion pounds of waste a year, according
to a 2017 Natural Resources Defense
Council report. Reducing the amount
means savings for consumers, a better
bottom line for foodservice, and an overall
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
Morton sees its role as creating greater
awareness and facilitating change
through partnerships and efforts that
work in tandem with restaurants and
diners. Reducing waste has been a priority
for many restaurateurs but with only 2
percent of restaurants donating leftover
food, the potential for a greater impact is

huge.
Chef Matt Jozwiak, who has cooked for
some of New York City’s most renowned
restaurants, including Eleven Madison
Park, launched Rethink Food NYC last
year to remove obstacles for restaurants
that want to donate food but lack the
structure or worry about liability.
Jozwiak indemnifies restaurants from
liability and picks up ingredients after
service when they know what can be
donated. The ingredients are repurposed
to make meals for hunger organizations.
As simple as it sounds, it’s worth noting
that stopping waste starts with planful
ordering. For example, software that
tracks purchasing history, inventory and
past sales can help with more precise
ordering, which would result in less
waste, according to US Foods, one of
Morton’s new partners in reducing waste.

SECOND LIFE FOODS
Repurposed ingredients help the bottom
line. Some ideas
from Food Fanatics
chefs:

LEMONS
Use zest as an ingredient before juicing
or preserve lemons after juicing by
adding salt and using
rinds as an accent.

HARD CHEESE
RINDS
Add to soup or stocks
for another level of
flavor.

LEAFY TOPS
Turn carrot tops into
a salsa verde or saute
beet greens as part
of a plant-based dish.

UGLY VEGETABLES
Cut away spoiled
parts; add to stocks.

ROAST CHICKEN
Use leftover birds for
next-day salads or
chicken-based dishes, and the carcass
for stock.

USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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SPONSORED SECTION

To maximize seasonal bounty, Pacific Standard Time in Chicago makes
giardiniera using kohlrabi and fresno chilies, which tops its wood-fired pizza.

A MODEL FOR
CUTTING WASTE
» PREVENT Reduce food waste
through smarter ordering practices,
better menu planning and more
ingredient repurposing.
» RECOVER Donate surplus food to
hunger relief organizations.
» RECYCLE Redirect food waste from
landfills to composting, animal feed or
anaerobic digestion.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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150,000 pounds

let’s
cut the
scrap

of daily wasted food

30 million acres
= 780 million pounds pesticides
= 1.8 billion pounds nitrogen fertilizer
= 4.2 trillion gallons of irrigated water
=

Source: Based on food waste from 2007 to 2014, according to the USDA.
Each amount represents potential costs to the environment and to the
farmers who dedicate their time, land and other resources to grow food
that’s meant to be eaten.

About 40% of food in the U.S. goes to waste.
That’s garbage. Help turn excess into progress by
showing how you cut food waste in your kitchen.
Take a photo of your tips and tricks and
share with #EraseFoodWaste. Find more
inspiration at MortonSalt.com.
©2018 Morton Salt, Inc. ®Registered trademark of Morton Salt, Inc. USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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TREND TRACKER

The heat index on what’s happening

Go long on
short ribs.

Make dough.
Defying the glut of gluten-freers,
chefs are giving extra TLC to specialty
breads, creating warm wonders that are
impossible to resist. Among the highlights
are new ways with pita.

TIME TO ROLL OVER FOR REAL

America’s
favorite frozen treat visited Thailand again and returned
appearing more exciting, a little edgier and better looking.

LAST SEEN: Everyone is loving Pacific
Standard Time in Chicago but perhaps no
more heartily than for its luxe pita bread.
Trentina in Cleveland also struts its pita
stuff with wild-fermented pita served with
an edible beef suet candle.

Make it
with mezcal.

No hard sell needed for these flavor-rich comfort
classics. Factor in versatility and value and you’ve got
an all-around winner. See page 5.

Pintos, favas, cauliflower, turnips and beets are
among the hummus interlopers that stand tall
when doused with tahini, lemon and garlic.
LAST SEEN: The Little Beet Table locations in
NYC and Chicago turn cauliflower into a kicky
version, while Ingrid’s Food Truck in Vancouver,
Washington, pairs ruby-red beet hummus with
warm flatbread.

TRY THIS INSTEAD: Make sure
bartenders have more than cool
tatts and a hipster vibe. Thoughtfully
constructed, balanced drinks require
training.

MEAT BECOMES VEGETABLE’S BACKBONE,

SUPER-GLAM CHINESE RESTAURANTS
ARE REDEFINING FINE CHINA.

bolstering flavor and somehow making them, like,
the best veg ever. It’s one of the great secrets of the
American South.

Endowed with exquisite decors, refined classics and
superbly accommodating service, these newcomers are
long overdue, giving L.A.’s Mr. Chow’s some company.

LAST SEEN: Rooster & The Till in Tampa makes roasted
Brussels sprouts dreamy-good with tasso ham, crispy
leaves, burnt onion and smoked aioli, while The Barn in
Evanston, Illinois, bathes butterball potatoes in marrow
butter.

LAST SEEN: After establishing itself in Beijing, DaDong
(see foie gras cherries below) has an NYC outpost, while
in Seattle, Lionhead roars.

RESTAURANTS
WITH DOPE DECOR

LAST SEEN: The tile
floor at Media Noche in
San Francisco has been
snapped a zillion or so
times. Barvale, same town,
flaunts murals that beg to
be backdrops for instacool.
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Just like any boozehound, we like
innovation, but too many cocktails
are discordant muck-ups of amaro,
bitters, weird spices and mismatched
ingredients.

TRY THIS INSTEAD: Nap the
sauce or pipe on enough to
make a difference.

are banking on social buzz
from teen snapchatters.
The real play isn’t food; it’s
how awesome selfies look
against bold backdrops.
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THREE
DOTS ...
AND IT’S
TIME TO
DASH.
Precious little circles of
sauce piped onto plates have
been around too long. Like,
how’s someone supposed
to connect the too-smallto-matter smatters with the
food?

Smoky, sexy and seductive, a little
more complex than its close kin
tequila, mezcal is shaking up the
spirits world. With consumption on
the rise, turn to page 74 learn how
awesome it can be.

LAST SEEN: Mike’s Ice Truck tools around Providence,
R. I., where rolled ice cream, #relationshipgoals, is a mashup of ice cream and peanut butter cups. Sweet Charlie’s,
up and down the East Coast, also has mastered the form.

Move over, cecis.

Weird science.

Too extra

Play up
and refine a taco, but lobster and
truffled brie? Really? And while
we’re at it, stop with the crosscultural fusion.
TRY THIS INSTEAD: It’s so easy—
simply honor tradition and roots.
Tacos al pastor, la lengua and fish
tacos can be muy bueno.

WASTING FOOD ISN’T JUST
COOLING OFF, IT’S ICE COLD.
Mindlessly tossing scraps, trims and
leftovers is antithetical to everything
the industry stands for, and smart
kitchens are mastering the waste-not,
want-not ethos. Flip to page 28 for
some serious trash talk.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Empowering
Team Members.
That’s our
unwavering
promise.
—

FOOD
PEOPLE

Home Away from Home
Create new traditions for holiday diners
BY MATT KIROUAC

Discover the ways we’re investing
in the success of our team members.
At Tyson Foods, we believe that empowering each
team member leads to the enrichment of all—
which has led us to introduce Upward Academy.
In partnership with local community organizations,
Upward Academy provides team members with
important life skills by offering free and accessible
classes in English as a Second Language (ESL),
General Educational Development (GED),
citizenship and financial literacy.
Simply put, focusing on our team members
goes hand in hand with producing great
poultry products for our customers.
Learn more about what good food can do at
tysonfoodservice.com/sustainability

Vicky, Berry Street location
4 years of service
Recent graduate of Upward Academy’s ESL Course
TM

/©2018 Tyson Foods, Inc.
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For Thanksgiving, Bluestem
Brasserie in San Francisco
doubles portion sizes so guests
can enjoy next-day leftovers.

More Americans than
ever are dining at home
via takeout or delivery,
but a certain time of year
is bucking the trend.
While the holiday season has long been
synonymous with bucolic homemade
meals, diners are increasingly making
restaurants a part of their traditions, which
presents a solid revenue opportunity for
operators who know how to cater to them.
“Families are more spread across the
globe than ever before,” says Damian de
Magistris, co-owner of Restaurant Dante,
il Casale Cucina Campana and il Casale
Cucina Italiana in the Boston area. “We find
that couples or groups of three to five people
have become common during the holidays,
especially when families are dispersed and
people want to avoid the hassle of cooking a
large meal for only a few folks.”
More than 33 million Americans dine
out on Thanksgiving, according to the
National Restaurant Association. They
might be baby boomers whose kids aren’t
coming home for the biggest meal of the
year. Or their grown children might decide
to host a “friendsgiving” but opt for a
restaurant because they don’t cook. Home
cooks seek help from restaurants for a
part of the meal, according to a NPD study,
which also provides potential revenue.
Some 29 percent of Americans augment
Thanksgiving with side dishes and readymade whole turkeys from restaurants and
grocery stores.

Go old-school or new-school?

Restaurants toe the line between homey
tradition and ingenuity to entice diners.
Creative touches they might not try themselves are expected, chefs say.
At Akasha in Los Angeles, that
means herb-roasted turkey comes with
persimmon-pomegranate salad and
broccoli-cauliflower gratin. In Atlanta,
Thanksgiving diners at Milton’s Cuisine
and Cocktails precede their turkey with
turducken meatballs, while New York
City’s Nickel & Diner’s Thanksgiving menu
replaces standard casseroles and pies with
roasted heirloom squash salad, chestnut
pappardelle and pumpkin mousse cake.
42
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WE HAVE GUESTS WHO JOIN US YEAR
AFTER YEAR AND HAVE MADE DINING
WITH US DURING THE HOLIDAYS A
FAMILY TRADITION.
—Stacy Jed, co-owner of San Francisco’s Bluestem Brasserie

Rustic Root’s boozy
eggnog arrives in a
mug inspired by the
film National Lampoon’s
Christmas Vacation.

Boston Urban Hospitality amps up the
holiday ambiance and offers Thanksgiving
meals, including seconds at no extra charge.

Still, for others, keeping things
traditional is the way to go, right down to
second helpings and leftovers.
“In particular for Thanksgiving,
people want the traditional options even
when eating out,” says Adrienne Mosier,
executive chef of Boston Urban Hospitality,
which includes Deuxave, Boston Chops and
dbar. “We prepare all of the Thanksgiving
favorites, like turkey, stuffing, cranberry
sauce, green bean casserole and gravy,
so that you have a holiday meal with all
the nostalgia of home without the stress,
dishes or possibility of dry turkey.” With all
the essentials in place, she takes that extra
step by providing more portions for guests
who want seconds at no added charge.
“Guests come back the following year
when the food was delicious, and they
felt like they were treated like part of the
family,” Mosier says.
Saxon + Parole in New York City takes
care of another important requisite:
leftovers. In addition to a prix fixe menu,

the restaurant provides customers with
packaged leftovers to enjoy the next day,
featuring all the turkey, gravy and stuffing
to make sandwiches. At Longman & Eagle
in Chicago, once diners have finished their
turkey with chestnut-foie gras stuffing,
they can swing by the adjoining bar, OSB,
and grab a leftovers sandwich for later.

Make it especially special

Be it Thanksgiving or Rosh Hashanah,
set menus help streamline processes and
please customers.
“Two-, three- and four-course set menus
are best for large groups, as they’re easier
to execute and guests don’t have to wait
a long time to get their food,” says Sean
Yeremyan, owner of HOBNOB in Atlanta.
Hilary Rossi of Petaluma, California’s
The Patio Group says that set menus add a
little pomp and circumstance, which diners
look for in a festive meal. “Prix fixe menus
bring the excitement of a special occasion,”
she says, pointing out how coursed tasting

menus help differentiate restaurants from
at-home meals.
Consider Rosh Hashanah. The Jewish
new year has long been anchored by
home dinner tables brimming with
brisket, challah and matzo, but as newer
generations look for alternatives to
braiding their own loaves, restaurants offer
prix fixe menus that ease the strain and
bring the flair.
At Zahav in Philadelphia, prix fixe
menus have included griddled honey cake
with foie gras and duck three ways, while
Equinox Restaurant in Washington, D.C.,
has featured apple beignets, smoked onion
matzo ball soup and apple quince cake with
honey-caramel gelato.
The format also naturally lends itself to
other holiday degustations, like the Italian
feast of the seven fishes traditionally
served on Christmas Eve.
According to de Magistris, who serves
his own version at Restaurant Dante,
partaking in traditions like these is
USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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Restaurants within the Boston
Urban Hospitality family serve
traditional and nontraditional holiday
fare, such as roast duck with braised
greens and squash puree.

another means of connecting with guests.
“We love sharing our family Italian dishes
with others during the busy holiday
season,” he says. “Not everyone is able to
keep traditions alive, but we’re going to
keep it going, and we’re always excited to
share it with everyone.”

Return Customers

The holidays are an ideal time for
restaurants to win repeat customers by
making themselves a part of traditions.
“When guests celebrate the holidays
with our family in the restaurants, we find
it to be an extremely intimate experience;
the bond we form with our guests lasts
longer than one meal,” says de Magistris.
“Typically, as holidays approach, we’re
already in conversation with our guests
about their plans and we reminisce about
the celebrations we’ve had in the past.”
Promotions and specials also go a
long way in not only attracting new
customers, but bringing them back to
start new traditions. According to Michael
Georgopoulos, an owner at San Diego’s
Rustic Root, offering seasonal cocktails,
weeklong promotions and gift cards are
all essential techniques. “For holidays, we
stick with rustic traditions, but with a little
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twist,” he explains. “Last year we served a
boozy eggnog, but made it fun by serving
it in a souvenir ‘National Lampoon’s
Christmas Vacation’ moose mug. Guests
loved it.”
Stacy Jed, co-owner of San Francisco’s
Bluestem Brasserie, reaches out to their
network of guests, especially those who’ve
previously dined during the holidays. The
holidays are also an ideal time to connect
with hotel concierges for potential guests.
“We have guests who join us year after
year and have made dining with us during
the holidays a family tradition,” says Jed,
who says that Bluestem doubles its portion
sizes for Thanksgiving to ensure leftovers.
Not everybody, however, celebrates
the holidays the same way, which is why
de Magistris also suggests offering part
of your regular menu so you can provide
everyone plenty of options to enjoy.
At the heart of it all, the common thread
is making restaurants feel like a home away
from home during the homiest time of year.
“The biggest opportunity is to focus on
delivering a great and consistent customer
service experience that essentially
reshapes holiday traditions and establishes
your restaurant as a reliable destination for
the holidays,” Georgopoulos says. n

Checklist for Bringing Home
Holiday Diners
TALK TO CUSTOMERS early about holiday menus
and promote events and reservations on social
media with plenty of lead time.
REACH OUT to holiday diners from the previous
year to remind them of your holiday offerings.

4166054 STOVE TOP Traditional Chicken
5250774 STOVE TOP Flex Prep Chicken

CONTACT NEARBY HOTELS so concierges can
recommend you to their traveling guests.
KEEP MENUS FAIRLY TRADITIONAL, but add some
creative touches to familiar flavors, especially with

Whether you use it as a topping, a side dish, or
as a bulk ingredient in your own unique recipe,
STOVE TOP Chicken Stuffing Mix is the easy way
to quickly make great tasting stuffing.

appetizers and side dishes.
CONSIDER OFFERING SEASONAL COCKTAIL
SPECIALS, such as mulled wine or boozy eggnog.
FOCUS ON STREAMLINING set holiday menus, but
offer part of your regular menu as an alternative.
SERVE LARGER PORTIONS for leftovers, or offer
extras to take home. Adjust prices accordingly.

© Kraft Foods 2018

For more information on STOVE TOP Stuffing,
contact your local US Foods representative.

In years past,
discussing
politics, religion
or sex around the
dinner table was a
serious breach of
etiquette.
For restaurant operators and their
staff today, taking public stances
on hot-button issues is nothing
less than a third-rail proposition.
But for some operators, it’s become
increasingly difficult to stay silent
when the politics of the hour is
playing such a dramatic role on daily
operations.
Issues such as sexual harassment,
immigration reform, minimum
wage, gender equality, gun policies
and global warming are all
inextricably intertwined with a
business that deals with food and
people. Still, restaurants trying to
stay afloat with tight margins and
fierce competition need to make
a profit without shrinking their
customer base.
Should you ever mix politics
with your brand given the current
climate of political divisiveness
and discourse? Four industry
professionals weigh in.

Speak your politics or zip it?
BY CARLY FISHER
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❱

COLY DEN HAAN

KYLE DAVIDSON

Backstory: One of Los Angeles’s first female
sommeliers; worked on opening acclaimed
Los Angeles bars Perch and The Must before
opening her first wine shop, Vinovore.

Backstory: Previously worked at The Violet
Hour and Blackbird in Chicago, where he first
met Elske co-owner David Posey.

Sommelier and owner of Vinovore in Los Angeles

“This is definitely a heated topic, one
that I have found myself in the middle
of more than a few times. I believe the
safest and probably wisest answer is to
not mix your politics with your business,
so as to not alienate any customer base.
Against my better judgement, I do
not always personally adhere to that
advice. Considering the moment our
world is currently in, and how volatile
and downright terrifying the political
environment is, it can be hard not to take
a stance.
When building a shop with a strong
voice to support women’s equal rights in
business, I feel this is already a type of
political statement in itself. To be truly
aligned with my mission, I am not afraid
to speak out against a government or
individuals who don’t share what I believe
is the only path for love and equality for
all humans and our planet. Basic rights
and simple decency is something that I
don’t compromise, and I don’t mind losing
patrons if they don’t agree with that.”

General manager and beverage director at Elske
restaurant in Chicago

“As a bartender, my first reaction is to put
hospitality and inclusiveness first. I have
occasionally found myself in or around
discussions that I might not agree with,
but I put diplomacy first and maintained
either neutrality or a softened version of
my stance. Of course, you also don’t want
to blow in the wind and not represent
yourself in an authentic way. I believe that,
from a business perspective, you are fine
with either approach. Neutrality keeps
your demographic wide, while advocacy
strengthens and endears your core
following. I prefer to let people have their
viewpoints but not force them on someone
else. Usually by allowing that space, they
also allow you to respectfully disagree.
“We have done things like donate to
Planned Parenthood or groups helping
immigrants rights because that is what we
believe in, and I don’t think we use it as a
tool to define our brand … the only thing
that will save our country is freedom of
speech and expression—and that means for
everyone. If we actually had restaurants
and bars where conservatives and liberals
both went to and enjoyed themselves and
didn’t write each other off immediately or
you felt like you could speak your mind, we
would return to a more civilized time.”
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TURN UP THE BASE
JEN LAPORTA

CHRIS COLEMAN

Backstory: A former tech designer for 11 years
before opening Hudson Jane with her wife,
Megan Johnson, in 2017.

Backstory: Began bussing tables at 14 and
landed his first cooking job during college
at the McNinch House in Charlotte, North
Carolina, where he became the executive chef.
Opened The Asbury in 2014, earning two “Best
of the Best” Awards from Charlotte Magazine.

“I think there’s a fine line because we don’t
necessarily know everyone’s politics and,
for me, I don’t want to necessarily alienate
anyone. But I think our brand—who we are
as a restaurant and our target customer—
that all sort of, for us, aligns with who most
of our customers are. It’s OK to stand up for
what you think is right and not be afraid,
but you have to do it in a way that’s more
inclusive than exclusive. With politics in
general, the big divide is that exclusive
view of conversing with the other side, and
I think that further entrenches people.
When you speak your mind or talk politics,
coming from a (position) of inclusivity will
do more to change people’s minds.
“Being specific with regards to sexual
harassment, we have a no-tolerance policy.
Even before the #MeToo movement, we
just set out to create a restaurant that was
different. Megan (my partner) has been
in the industry for over 20 years, so she’s
been exposed to this. So from the get-go
we were going to change that to show you
can treat your employees well and they’ll
be happier. We call it a ‘magic circle,’ where
the employer takes care of the employee
and they in turn take care of the customer,
which brings them back. I intend on
posting events for Emily’s List and things
like that because I do think it’s important.
When you mix a little food and wine, you
can get to heavier topics and maybe take
the edge off a bit. If you have a space, use it
for good. Don’t just use it for one little part
of what it could be.”
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Executive chef at Stoke in Charlotte, North Carolina

“It really comes down to the brand and
the segment that the chef works in. If you
were to look at my personal Facebook
page, I have political rants all day long. I’m
pretty outspoken about my views. I do work
for Marriott, so I can’t take any political
stance at work or through our social media
outlets. I completely respect the hell out of
chefs like Ashley Christianson and Steven
Satterfield who will shout out of their feeds,
but it would not work for Stoke for all the
reasons you can imagine. We’re serving a
very diverse clientele, and we want people
to feel comfortable and not ostracized for
their political beliefs.
“There was a little kerfuffle in North
Carolina a month ago when Chef
Christianson was attacked for wishing
Michelle Obama a happy birthday and
someone said, ‘Be quiet, just cook.’ We tend
to look at our leaders in any industry as
leaders and in food especially. Our chefs
are looked at as a celebrity chef-driven
culture, so I think we shouldn’t be quieting
those voices; we should be celebrating
those voices. It’s just like the #MeToo
movement in Hollywood; chefs should
speak loudly about their viewpoints and
not be afraid. If we’re going to move our
industry forward especially in regard
to sexual harassment, intimidation and
immigration reform in our industry, we
have to talk about these things.” n

IT’S OK TO STAND
UP FOR WHAT YOU
BELIEVE IS RIGHT AND
NOT BE AFRAID, BUT
YOU HAVE TO DO IT IN
A WAY THAT’S MORE
INCLUSIVE THAN
EXCLUSIVE.
—Jen LaPorta, co-owner of Hudson
Jane in Brooklyn, New York

© 2018 US Foods, Inc. 06-2018-FOF-2018060402

Co-owner at Hudson Jane in Brooklyn, New York

IN YOUR SIGNATURE RECIPES

Molly’s Kitchen® Bases enhance the flavor of your soups,
sauces and stews while saving you time and ingredients.
Our wide variety of bases include high-quality, well-balanced
and authentic chicken, beef and vegetable flavors.
Contact your US Foods® Sales Representative to learn more.

EXCLUSIVE
BRAND

PHOTO BY JOSHUA RODRIGUEZ

“I’M NEVER STRESSED OUT,” SAID NO
RESTAURANT WORKER—EVER.

Job-related stress is a fact of life in the food
industry, and it’s unrealistic to expect it to vanish
with a little vinyasa.
If not properly addressed, stress can manifest and
lead to professional and personal destruction. Often
it’s a domino effect—being snippy can erode morale
and impact culture and innovation, which can
produce sales dips and even more stress, which can
then seeps into personal relationships.
Or most troubling, it can lead to substance abuse.
The foodservice industry has been ranked highest
among professions for substance abuse disorders,
according a U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services report. The HHS estimates that nearly one
in five restaurant workers abuses illicit drugs or
alcohol.
“Chefs are constantly in the public eye, heavily
scrutinized by online reviewers and food writers,
often at the expense of a business that they most
likely took a huge financial risk to open,” says Sarah
Ory, co-founder and executive director of The
Heirloom Foundation, a nonprofit organization
that strives to improve quality of life for hospitality
workers.
What can be done to mitigate stress besides taking
deep breaths and trying to be more Zen? Some
owners, chefs and experts offer six chill tactics that
may seem obvious but are solid.

1

CHILL
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6 stress-busting tactics to reduce
the strain of restaurant life
BY MEGAN DAWSON

PHOTO BY BENJAMIN ZANATTA

the big

2

ORGANIZATION
MATTERS.

TREAT YOURSELF
LIKE YOUR DINERS.

Well-managed schedules,
smart ordering, neat mise
en place and organized
storage all amount to
a manageable rush
instead of a living hell.
Scheduling that accounts
for historically busy times,
a system that synchronizes
with inventory and
organized work stations
make a huge difference.
This allows staff to focus
on execution and the
most important element of
service: hospitality.

Instead of relying on
unhealthy post-shift meals,
eat better. Keep almonds,
apples, string cheese,
hard-boiled eggs and
carrots available and keep
replenishing. Also try recalibrating family meals so
they provide sustainable
energy instead of lethargy
by leaning on grain- or
greens-based bowls,
brothy bean soups and
veggie-centric mains.

“WE HAVE BROUGHT
IN EXPERTS AND DOCTORS TO TALK ABOUT
INTERMITTENT FASTING OR TRENDS IN
DIETS AND FITNESS.”
—Thomas Nguyen, CEO of
Peli Peli Restaurant Group.

3

FIND A NON-FOOD
HOBBY.
Ride a bike. Play paintball
or anything that displaces stress with something
rewarding for the mind and
body. “To alleviate stress, I
had to find healthy hobbies
and a community outside
of the restaurant,” says
Chris Deitz, care director
at Big Table, a nonprofit for
restaurant professionals
based in Washington.
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Post-shift drinks might
momentarily quell stress,
but they add it back in
spades when you’re fuzzy
and cranky hours later.
“I know a hard night out
after a hard shift will not
fix my current stresses
and will wreck me when
I try to hop on the bike,”
Deitz says. Instead
managers can plan
informal, low-pressure
activities, such as a
monthly book club for
staff, film screenings,
group fitness classes or
trivia nights. “We introduce icebreakers and fun,
open questions that allow
teammates to get to know
each other better,”
Nguyen says. Elective
bonding opportunities
lead to stronger bonds,
reduced turnover and
smoother operations.

5

CUT OUT
THE CAFFEINE.
Coffee and other drinks,
such as soda and energy
beverages, can create additional anxiety and therefore, extra stress, says
Janine Booth, chef-partner of Root & Bone in New
York City and Stiltsville
Fish Bar in Miami. For
those predisposed to
anxiety disorders, caffeine
can trigger symptoms—
sweaty palms, pounding
heart, ringing ears—that
can lead to panic attacks.
Caffeine can also pose
dehydration risks, so
consider offering staff a
homemade energy drink,
which is an inexpensive
way to show you care.

6

SET THE TONE.
A dose of encouragement can help offset the
stress of long hours. “I was
working on the line at a
bistro as a young gun with
a chef who spoke positively to everyone,” Deitz
says. “We would get heavy
in the weeds, and you
thought that printer would
never stop, but chef always
spoke with positivity, and it
gave the team the encouragement to get through.” In
other cases, simply showing concern is enough.
“It could be as simple as
taking five minutes to talk
to your staff before a shift,”
says Nguyen. “Ask how
they are doing or what’s
going on in their lives. The
goal, says Nguyen, is to
“be the positivity that your
team needs to feel inspired
and feel comfortable that
someone will lead them
through all of the stresses.”

TO ALLEVIATE STRESS, I HARD TO FIND HEALTHY HOBBIES AND
A COMMUNITY OUTSIDE OF THE RESTAURANT.
—Chris Deitz of Big Table, a nonprofit for restaurant professionals

30% of customers skip delivery
fries for fear they will be soggy.*

PHOTO KAYLEIGH HARRINGTON

4

SAY NO TO
AFTER HOURS.

gimme crispy & DELICIOUS
all the way to my door.

stress-reducing

RESOURCES
Big Table hosts free shared meals for food workers
around a “big table.” Top chefs and donors often
sit in. Workers exchange ideas. And guests are
encouraged to share the names of peers who might
need help.
❱❱ big-table.com
The Heirloom Foundation fosters holistic lifestyle
options for hospitality workers in need or those
living with mental health issues. Help comes in the
form of public outreach, wellness partnerships
(such as free yoga), speaking engagements, events
and professional development.
❱❱ Theheirloomfoundation.org
Restaurant Recovery helps restaurant workers who
are current or recovering addicts find and pay for
drug and alcohol treatment, while assisting loved
ones with counseling or family programs.
❱❱ Restaurantrecovery.org
Chefs with Issues provides food workers an online
community forum to voice their experiences with
work and work-related health issues, such as depression, anxiety, addiction and eating disorders, in
addition to resources to address them.
❱❱ Chefswithissues.com
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NEW

Introducing new Crispy on Delivery fries. A groundbreaking solution that combines revolutionary
coating, innovative packaging, and delivery support for fries that stay crispy up to 30 minutes.†
Contact our fry experts at LambWeston.com/FryExperts

©2018 Lamb Weston Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.

*Technomic Snacking Occasion Consumer Trend Report 2016 - US
†Optimal consumer liking intervals based on sensory tests 2015 & 2017:
delivery cup necessary for achieving 30 minutes of crispiness

FOOD FANATIC ROAD TRIP!

The history of the iconic Stagecoach Inn in
Salado, Texas, stretch back to 1861.

Get a mouthful from our resident expert

THE HIGHLIGHTS
Brat Bot
Opened earlier this year, Brat Bot proves
that beer, meaty bratwurst sandwiches
and creative takes on pretzels served in an
outdoor year-round biergarten can draw
impressive crowds.

NOTHING MAKES
A FIRST IMPRESSION
LIKE A HISTORIC
BUILDING

Cowfish
Can success come from coupling two unlikely
concepts—burgers and sushi? Yes, if five
locations are any indication.

Oven Bird

BY JODI HELMER

Highlands Bar & Grill alum Chris Hastings has
become a force in his own right with Hot &
Hot Fish Club and now with this oven-fired
take on Latin flavors. It’s a study in perfectly
melding indigenous ingredients with a global
cuisine.

Rehabilitation Nation

Post Office Pies
Why is the pizza so impressive here? Could
it be that native John Hall did time at Per Se
and Momofuku Ssäm Bar, and knows a thing
or two about everyone’s favorite food?

❱ ALABAMA HAS ALWAYS
TIPPED ITS HAT TO ITS MORE
ACCOMPLISHED CULINARY

brethren be it Atlanta, Nashville or
Charleston, South Carolina. But that’s
changing.
Today, chefs throughout Alabama are
getting their due. With their complex and
historically rich past, secondary Southern
cities—especially Birmingham—have
captured the spotlight with their native
sons, daughters and newcomers.
They’re returning after working on the
West or East Coast or they’ve come into
their own after doing time with the greats,
such as Frank Stitt, who has influenced a
generation of cooks. Stitt introduced diners
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to French-inspired cuisine with the
1982 opening of Highlands Bar & Grill.
For nine years, it was nominated for the
James Beard Outstanding Restaurant
Award; it deservingly won this year.
With a revitalized downtown that
includes the Pititz Food Hall and the
Market at Pepper Place, food trends and
creative takes on classics can be found
everywhere. Look for charcuterie at
Victoria Macelleria, innovative biscuits at
Alabama Biscuit Co., a gastropub in Ollie
Irene, and fresh takes on tacos and tapas
at Babalu.
The Magic City is a draw for many
reasons, including room to stand out. At
least for now. n

When the founder Mike Wilson opened
this second location, he found success
partnering with Brandon Cain, who had
worked with New Orleans culinary royalty
(Emeril Lagasse and Dickie Brennan). Along
with classic barbecue, the chalkboard lists
ever-changing chef specials.

FOOD FANATICS

Southerner Eric Lewis
is a Food Fanatics chef
for US Foods who has
come full circle after
stints in Los Angeles
and Chicago.

ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

Birmingham, AL

Saw’s Soul Kitchen

MONEY
& SENSE

Vintage, before and after.
La Corsha Hospitality Group preserved the
history and charm behind this 1946 restaurant
known today as Mattie’s in Austin, Texas.

Curb appeal and
ambiance still matter.
After years obsessing over websites
and social media posts, operators are
rediscovering the allure of historic
buildings.
A restaurant’s longevity may be
determined by service and the quality of
its menu, but it’s often the look of a place
that entices people to give it a try in the
first place. Slip the right concept into a
historic space and you have an authentic
story to build around, not to mention
the organic fanfare that comes from
preserving a community icon.
“Dining in 2018 isn’t just about food;
people are going out for an experience,”
says Matt Hetrick, owner of Vintage in New
Market, Maryland. “Historic buildings
have soul and stories that contribute to
memorable experiences that are hard to
replicate in a new space.”
Historic preservation holds great
potential, especially if you construct efforts
strategically and consider experience from
those who have walked the path.

Scrutinize the concept

THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE BUILDING MAKES IT
WORTH DEALING WITH THE HEADACHES.
—John Zucker of Cru Cafe
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When Hetrick opened Vintage, an
upscale comfort-food spot in 2015, he set
up shop in a former hotel and general store
that dated back to the 1700s, hoping to
provide a modern dining experience in a
time-honored space.
Although the space required serious
renovations—including patching the
roof, updating mechanical and electrical
systems as well as repairing walls and
ceilings—landing on a concept with wide
appeal (think American classics such as
shrimp and grits and beef brisket) plus
solid profit margins was essential.
Hetrick wanted Vintage’s interior to
reflect the period charm of the building.
His team repurposed vintage bottles and
jugs into light fixtures and sourced tables
made from the legs of old sewing machines,
grafting modern touches onto a historic
structure.
“We tied a modern experience to a
vintage aesthetic,” say Hetrick, “and we
consistently get great feedback about the
vibe.”
USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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Tight storage spaces required creative
thinking to dream up alternatives at Cru Cafe in
Charleston, South Carolina.

Introducing

Understand regulations

Alterations are often forbidden in
buildings listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and special approvals
might be required to make changes to
properties located in historic districts, but
sometimes the effort is worth the result.
The interior of the 1902 Renaissance
Revival building that once served as the
First National Bank in Jacksonville,
Florida, is new, but Jacques Klempf was
required to maintain the original facade
when it was converted to the Cowford
Chophouse.
Restoring the building required
removing bricks to repair crumbling
mortar. Contractors recorded the
location of each brick and returned them
to their original locations and a mold of
the deteriorated cornice was also taken
to ensure an exact replica—all at the
insistence of the Jacksonville Historic
Preservation Commission.
Beyond preserving an icon, the
renovation helped revitalize downtown
Jacksonville, which had seen better days.
Klempf hired contractors experienced in
historic restorations, while leveraging the
excitement over the renovation to gain
insight from the Downtown Investment
Authority, the city council and the mayor’s
office on how to comply with regulations.
The renovation, completed in 2017,
generated significant media attention and
the building remains a huge draw. “There
was something really satisfying about
saving a building (that was once slated to
be demolished),” says Klempf. “But it took a
lot of patience to navigate the red tape.”

Let history be your guide

Consider dreaming small dreams rather
than renovating a massive space, especially
if you can tap into a healthy bit of nostalgia.
When John Zucker transformed a
150-year-old house in Charleston, South
Carolina, into the Cru Cafe in 2002, he
found creative ways to compensate for a
lack of storage space.
The addition of a refrigerator to a shed
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Reduce Waste
WeGo Dispensers
eliminate the need for
stainless steel bins filled with individually
wrapped plastic cutlery and prompt users
to take only what they need, thereby
reducing overall waste.

Utensil Dispenser System

THERE WAS SOMETHING REALLY SATISFYING ABOUT
SAVING A (HISTORIC) BUILDING.
—Jacques Klempf of Cowford Chophouse’s renovation

behind the restaurant helped him pack 34
seats into the 1,400-square-foot space. His
executive chef orders smaller quantities of
food and accepts more frequent deliveries.
And since the house lacked room for a bar,
Cru Cafe serves only beer and wine, which
servers grab from the basement.
Diners are drawn to eating inside an old
Charleston single house, complete with
covered double porches. “The atmosphere
of the building makes it worth dealing with
the headaches,” says Zucker.
In some cases, parking can be an issue.
The long, narrow drive leading to Wrigley
Mansion in Phoenix, Arizona, could have
accommodated several cars, but fire codes
prevent it from being used as parking for
Geordie’s Restaurant. It’s a hike from
the new parking lot to the 1929 hilltop
mansion, so Geordie’s operates shuttles.
“Finding the right balance between
historic integrity and modern innovation
can be challenging,” admits general
manager Ben Sinon.

Universal Functionality
One WeGo Dispenser can
dispense your choice of
either knives, forks or
spoons. Utilize the included
utensil indicator badges to designate
which utensil you’ve chosen to dispense.

Sanitary Dispensing
WeGo utensils do not drop
into a tray for retrieval, so there is no
transfer of germs when the user removes
their utensil piece.

Think like a Handyman

Replacing a swinging door shouldn’t be
a big deal, but Chef-owner Cole Arimes
learned that improvisation is critical when
dealing with the 80-year-old building
that houses Coles 735 Main in Lexington,
Kentucky.
Arimes shaved a door down to fit the
opening and spent countless hours
adjusting hinges to fit the not-quitelevel frame. “Nothing was standardized
when this was built, so I can’t just go to a
hardware store and get what I need,” says
Arimes.
At the Stage Coach Inn in Salado, Texas,
cedar posts in the walls and floors dating
back to 1861 had to be painstakingly cut
to hide the sprinkler system, adding
significant expense.
Jeff Trigger, president of La Corsha
Hospitality Group, which specializes
in restoring historic buildings into
restaurants, including Mattie’s in Austin,
Texas, admits that unexpected costs will

100% Reliable
Designed to dispense
100% right, 100% of the
time, the WeGo Dispenser
is a fast and efficient option for highvolume dining areas.

Easy To Clean
Under normal usage,
the WeGo Dispenser
will stay sanitary;
however, it is designed
to be easy to clean should the need arise.

Learn more at WeGoVendingCo.com

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
ISN’T FOR SISSIES.
— Jeff Trigger of La Corsha Hospitality Group

pop up. He suggests leaning on selective
demolitions (rather than gutting and
starting from scratch) and scheduling
regular meetings with architects and
contractors to meet deadlines.

Explore incentives

The restoration at
Cowford Chop House
(here and opposite
page) helped revitalize
downtown Jacksonville,
Florida.
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It’s also important to investigate tax
credits and historic preservation grants.
Contacting local historic districts and
preservation societies about incentives can
also yield positive dividends.
In Annapolis, tax credits were awarded
for restoring the 1820s Federal-style
building that houses Preserve. Although
there was no cash upfront to fund the
restoration, Hetrick says that “the tax
credits helped offset some of the significant
cost overruns we experienced.”
La Corsha also earned tax credits to
restore Settles Grill in the Settles Hotel,
but the incentives came with strings
attached. Rather than enlarging all of the
rooms of the 1930s hotel and eliminating
several doors for a streamlined look, the
Big Spring Historical Society of Texas
required maintaining the original number
of doors on one floor and retaining at least
20 percent of the original-sized rooms.
Without the tax credits, the project
wouldn’t have been feasible.
“Historic preservation isn’t for sissies,”
Trigger says. n
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“Avero gives me data and
answers to help me make
informed decisions to…
improve our business
at every level, product,
process and profit.”

7
ANALYZE THIS

- Bar & Grill Managing Partner, New York, NY

AVERO EVERY DAY

WAYS TO
GET BIG
DATA TO
SPEAK
BY AMBER GIBSON

CONTACT YOUR US FOODS®
REPRESENTATIVE NOW TO LEARN MORE.
© 2018 US Foods, Inc. 06-2018-FOF-2018060402
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5. TIGHTEN PROJECTIONS
At Junzi Kitchen, data from its POS
system, inventory platform and payroll
are used to scrutinize sales. By cataloging
sales, product performance, operational
efficiency and marketing efforts, dynamic
sales projections help Junzi order the right
amount of food and schedule the right
number of hours for employees, Zhu says.
Gathering performance data on individual
servers can also boost profits and help
managers identify glaring deficiencies.

In today’s analytics-obsessed
environment, information is power.
Observing your staff in action or crunching budgets isn’t enough. Tech services and
software programs can sift through large volumes of data and isolate critical patterns
that are nearly impossible for operators to capture on their own, including real-time
promotion tracking, server performance statistics and detailed customer profiles.
“At the end of the day, our models and data sets are not magic crystal balls that can tell
our future,” says Fiona Zhu, director of analytics for Junzi Kitchen, an East Coast fast
casual Asian concept. “They are more like mirrors and binoculars: apparatuses through
which we can better understand where we are and where we want to be.”
The question is not whether big data analytics is here to stay—a 2018 forecast from
Technomic predicts that data will soon “drive virtually every element of restaurant
operations”—but rather which facets of your operations deserve the most vetting?
To get started, dive into these seven strategies for making the most out of the invaluable
data your already own.

1. FIND THE BIG REVEAL
Software from Avero gives the iconic
Mary Mac’s Tea Room in Atlanta real-time
access to all aspects of the business, from
food and beverage sales to inventory levels
and loss prevention warnings, on a single
easy-to-use platform. Taylor O’Sullivan,
the restaurant’s director of administration
and marketing, says that Avero caters to
“restaurateurs, not IT guys.” The team can
check the status of VIP tables remotely,
while managers can receive customized
reports pinpointing the potential reasons
for sales jumps or slumps.

2. AUDIT MARKETING EFFORTS

A buzz-inducing promotion can be
the difference between a stellar month
and a subpar one. But how do you gauge
a promotion’s overall effectiveness? At
Lawry’s Restaurants, Inc., Marketing
Vitals collects information—check
averages, covers, average party sizes and
sales—and compares that data to the
restaurant’s performance exactly a year
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earlier. Lawry’s Las Vegas location ran a
promotion on National Administrative
Professionals Day last year, giving away a
free dessert to administrators who went to
lunch with their bosses. “Our revenue and
guest counts doubled during lunch on that
particular day versus a year (prior) when
no promotion was running,” says Rich
Cope, Lawry’s director of marketing. “We
decided to add all of our locations to the
promotion in 2018.”

3. MAKE LOYALTY REWARDS PAY
Launching a loyalty program through
e-newsletters, comment cards or email
clubs is an inexpensive way to collect
basic information, such as names, emails,
birthday and phone numbers. The Fifty/50
Restaurant Group in Chicago uses Aloha
Enterprise, the same product suite used to
collect operational data. Since the program
was initiated in 2011, Fifty/50 has amassed
information from nearly 40,000 guests and
converted first-time diners into regulars

6. PROTECT YOURSELF

by offering an enticing perk: a $20 credit
to loyalty cards during a guest’s birthday
month. By rewarding people who spend a
great deal during certain periods of time,
Fifty/50 incentivizes them to return.
“The loyalty program does not save on
costs—it’s an expense. But we think it’s
creating loyalty and putting butts in seats
during slower periods,” says Fifty/50
co-founder Scott Weiner. “Our seasonal
business declines are less severe and our
peaks are a bit stronger.”

4. EVALUATE ADVERTISING
Weiner uses Google Insights, which is
free if you use Gmail for business email,
because its dashboard accurately monitors
website traffic for all 14 of his restaurants.
“I can see what’s working and what’s not
with advertising and marketing,” he says.
Recently, Facebook ads have consistently
drawn people to his restaurant’s sites,
even if he can’t tell if those visitors are
making actual reservations. Fortunately,
the same dashboard shows which editorial
placements are creating significant traffic.
“I can tell our marketing firm to focus on
specific outlets that we know drive traffic,”
he says.

Data from food safety programs such as
Foodsafe can help operators comply with
complex regulations. Foodsafe provides
real-time temperature monitoring with
HACCP-compliant wireless temperature
probes and manages hygiene and kitchen
cleanliness by recording timestamps, location and accountability data for completing
various tasks. If a fridge temperature is repeatedly dropping out of the legal requirements, or a supplier is not fulfilling their
legal requirements, it’s easy to identify
and amend the problem.

7. GEO-TAG REGULARS
Pulling sales data from POS systems,
surveys, focus groups, Facebook and
Instagram also helps Junzi Kitchen
compile invaluable demographic
information.
“Based on who we think our customers
are, we look at the demographics in the
geographic areas of potential sites and
evaluate the opportunity from our target
customers,” Zhu says.
At their first two locations (New Haven,
Connecticut, and Harlem in New York
City), many returning customers were
affiliated with Yale or Columbia. For their
next location, Zhu used municipal data
sets overlaid with OpenGIS information to
understand Junzi’s capture radius, visitor
percentages, and competition density.
“If we don’t rely on data to make business
intelligence decisions, it’d be like shooting
in the dark,” Zhu says. n

Tools for Data Mining
AVERO – point-of-sales software that applies
a data-driven, problem solving approach
in all areas, from server training and social
media initiatives to labor issues and inventory
management.

FOODSAFE – apps and Bluetooth sensors
record cooking temperatures, refrigerator
compliance and cleaning tasks; faster than
paper-based records to get kitchen audits
ready.

BRINGG – a delivery logistics platform used
by chains, including Panera Bread, to optimize
operating time and cost; data points include
average order size and returning customers.

UPSERVE – point-of-sale and processing
restaurant technology company providing
integral data and tools for analysis.
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PR MACHINE

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

Gimmicks
that Get
the Job
Done
BY MEGAN ROWE

Rising above the din of advertising
and digital media and grabbing
consumers’ attention is a tricky feat.
But expertly crafted stunts can lift the
smallest restaurant out of obscurity,
stir up business during slow periods
and create loyalty. Some ideas:
LEVERAGE EXCLUSIVITY

StripSteak by Michael Mina at Miami
Beach’s Fontainebleu Hotel works its
reputation as a whiskey-lover’s paradise.
Servers invite guests to experience
a whiskey ceremony—wheeling out a
tableside cart stocked with various
blends—but the bar staff goes a step further
with Break Even, an opportunity to try
rare and often costly whiskeys at a fraction
of the usual price. Fans can enjoy 1-ounce
pours (one per customer) at wholesale
cost; once the bottle is gone, it’s gone. The
promotion is advertised almost exclusively
through word of mouth and the occasional
“pouring this week” teaser on social media.
❱❱ TAKEAWAY: Knowing your audience
and giving them an exclusive experience
forges the warm and fuzzies—and loyalty.
RIFF ON EVENTS. Tying a promotion to
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a special event is a canny way to cash in on
the event’s publicity and vibe.
Minnesota’s Crave American Kitchen
& Sushi Bar used the weekend of Super
Bowl 2018 to create a virtual ice fishing
experience on its rooftop patio. The space
was tricked out with ice sculptures and
furniture, an ice bar, ice fishing houses,
guides and gear. Guests could sip signature
hot mulled cider and other drinks, try
their hand at virtual ice fishing and sample
items, such as the authentic Minnesota
fried walleye and potatoes.
“We wanted to do something fun to
expose the brand,” says Zach Sussman, vice
president of marketing for Crave owner
Kaskaid Hospitality. Planning for the
five-day promotion took about six months
and involved lining up sponsors to defray
production costs.
Some 3,000 visitors shelled out $20 (one
drink included) to check out the winter
wonderland, Sussman says. A press release
led to media attention, with more than 150
outlets picking up the story. And social
media coverage was off the charts—more
than 1.5 million impressions, some of them
from celebrities in town for the game.
Even a small event-related stunt with

more modest goals can pay off. While
Minneapolis football fans enjoyed the
frozen rooftop, many Philadelphia
Eagles fans celebrated the city’s
spot in the Super Bowl with a
trip to the city’s historic Silence
Dogood’s Tavern. Owner Eric
Keiles installed a temporary
banner renaming his place Eagles
Dogood Tavern. The goal, he says,
was pure fun. “Why not help drive
the happiness and enthusiasm in a
city that waited 52 years for a Super
Bowl victory?”
The promotion and the celebratory
parade generated long lines, even
though the tavern was several miles
from the route. “Even if it added just a
5-10 percent bump, the differentiation
through our ‘storytelling’ will hopefully
be remembered by guests for months to
come,” Keiles says.
❱❱ TAKEAWAY: Creativity pays, whether
a promo is big-budget or no-frills.

CREATE A CULT FOLLOWING. Melt Bar

and Grilled, a grilled cheese sandwich concept, inspired legions of human billboards.
The promotion, Melt Tattoo Family, offered
a lifetime 25 percent promotion to members who got inked with a Melt-themed
tattoo. More than 900 customers have accepted the challenge since it launched nine
years ago.
“We didn’t think anyone would do it. But
it fit our restaurant,” says Matt Fish, owner
of the nine-unit Ohio-based concept.
❱❱ TAKEAWAY: Sometimes a crazy idea
isn’t so crazy.
All the hype and social media exposure
from a good stunt, however, can’t replace
the fundamentals. “I’ve seen too many
clients spend far too much time focusing
on gimmicks and too little (time) making
sure they have great food and beverage,
hospitality and service,” Carrino says.
“Restaurants that have worth and
sustainability are based on those tenets.” n

iHELP

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

Time to
Go App?
Is the investment is
right for you?

❱

More than ever, restaurants are
populating cellphone screens with

customized apps that allow patrons to order and
pay on the fly, get GPS directions for pickup and
even score invitation-only dinners with the chef.
Most major chains develop their own apps while
multi-units and independent operators tend to
use third-party delivery platforms, such as Uber
Eats, or food ordering tools, such as ChowNow, to
connect customers with their restaurants. That’s
no longer a given as restaurateurs try to determine
whether better options are available, such as a
ready-made app and other technologies.
The fact is some restaurants are finding it
cumbersome to organize orders from multiple
third-party vendors, alongside their in-house
to-go orders and phone delivery orders. While
online platforms expand a restaurant’s reach,
commissions from third-party delivery services
can take a 10 to 30 percent bite out of sales.
Even though building an app is expensive, the
features are tantalizing: mobile reservations,
ordering and payment; loyalty coupons and contest
giveaways; instant messaging and other social media
integration with customers; flagging of special
events and promotions; menus and beverage lists;
and image galleries.
Still, is an app right for you? Are there better
alternatives? Here are some questions to consider.

How much will it cost?
The expense depends on
the software and features.
App developer Applico
says the price can range
from $5,000 to $500,000,
with most costing
$100,000 to $300,000.

What about upkeep?
Apps require maintenance,
such as menu changes,
new promotions and
cellphone updates.
Software developer App
Press says an app that
costs $100,000 to launch,
can reasonably expect
about $20,000 a year in
maintenance and updates.

Will you run into app
fatigue?
Even though off-premise
dining is on the rise,
the National Restaurant
Association reports
a recent dip in the
proportion of restaurant
tech fans, including online

ordering programs and
smartphone apps. The
cause isn’t clear, but
technology saturation
might be a culprit.
At Market Garden
Brewery in Cleveland,
owner Sam McNulty
launched an app in 2013
that let patrons make
reservations, contact
the host stand, and view
menus, among other
conveniences. But his
company dropped it after
a year. Market Garden
didn’t see any tangible
improvement in business,
which McNulty attributes
to app clutter as a possible
deterrent.
“We’re focused instead
on having an up-to-date
website,” he says.

Is an app investment
worthy?
Assess expectations for
customer visit increases
and check average

growth. Then set revenue
projections against a
budget for the app project.
Don’t forget about
“soft” factors, such as the
potential cost in forfeited
brand power if you don’t
have your own app.
Another consideration:
How much of the data
collected through an
outsourced or unique
app will you own and how
much can be used for
marketing?
“For smaller brands, the
potential upside value is
less,” said Oliver Page,
a principal with Deloitte
Digital.

Are there options?
A robust, up-to-date
website supported by
results-driven marketing
could be a better fit
for smaller restaurants.
Companies like ChowNow
offer a suite of off-theshelf, ready-made ordering
tools customizable to a
restaurant’s brand, which
accommodates online
ordering from its website,
Facebook or Instagram
profile—commission-free.
But if you’re set on
giving diners an applike
experience, ChowNow
also offers a branded app
powered by its technology.
It currently offers one for
Android. An iOS version
will soon be rolled out,
according to CEO Chris
Webb.
It will be available in
upcoming months after
beta testing. n
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DRIVERLESS CARS AND DELIVERY
DRONES MAY GET ALL THE
HEADLINES, BUT AT THE END
OF THE DAY OPERATORS WANT
TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL IMPROVE
OPERATIONS, CUT LABOR, AND
INCREASE THE BOTTOM LINE.

when small

MEANS BIG

No matter the advances, the needs of
a restaurant don’t change: Creating
efficiencies and finding kitchen tech that
produces better products still rule.
“The differences between some piece
of equipment might be small but when
you apply them, especially to a large
company with a lot small places, all those
little things really make a difference,”
says Ed Brown, corporate chef of the New
York-based hospitality group Restaurant
Associates.
The price tags aren’t necessarily high.
Sometimes the biggest difference is a
simple solution. But when the cost is high,
operators say the efficiency gained makes
up for it. Check out the products making a
difference.

Advances in equipment can generate sweet efficiencies

The Vitamix aerator
makes aioli and
emulsions easy.

ARCOBALENO AEX18

WHAT IS IT: A customizable electric brick
oven, whose temperature can be carefully
calibrated—and maintained—via a digital
keypad. An optional rotating deck is
designed to slowly spin around and expose
foods to even heat.

WHO’S USING IT: At The Warbler in
Chicago, partner and Executive Chef Ken
Carter have dramatically cut down on
pasta prep time. What they could produce
in an hour by hand they are creating in just
15 minutes using the AEX. In addition,
the extruder can create pasta shapes that
are extremely difficult to roll by hand, like
corkscrew-shaped fusilli, bucatini and
canestri (larger, curved macaroni style).

WHO USES IT: Chef Ed Brown, who
oversees the 160-plus eateries for New
York-based Restaurant Associates, didn’t
have the space—or firepower—to crisp up
Neapolitan pizzas at numerous concepts
until he found the Marra Forni. Not only
can the ovens reach 1,000 degrees, Brown
says they eliminate hot and cold spots as
well as the need for highly experienced
chefs. Brown says every square inch is
usable and electric bills aren’t too steep.
“Sometimes ovens can be big users of
power,” says Brown, “but these ovens are
very efficient.”

extruder that turns water, flour and other
ingredients into a streusel-like dough.
More than 100 different dials ensure plenty
of different pasta shapes, while a built-in
knife can cut some pastas to exact lengths.

ADDED PERK: It’s small, portable and

Marra Forni’s
touchpad
electronic
brick oven
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The portable
Arcobaleno
AEX18 can
churn out
unique
varieties of
pasta.

MARRA FORNI ELECTRIC OVEN

WHAT IS IT: A high-end yet versatile pasta

versatile. Not only does it take up a small
amount of kitchen space, it can benefit
chefs working in more than one location.
“It provides us with flexibility to use it at
various locations, including at our other
restaurant, Gather, should we decide to
down the line.”

PRICE: $1,000

ADDED PERK: Brown was impressed by

how well the oven’s optional rotating deck
worked, which allows him to incorporate
vegetables, proteins and seafood in some
of his concepts that lacked chefs who knew
how to properly operate wood-burning
ovens.

PRICE: $20,000 TO $50,000
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GENIUS PAN

WHAT IS IT: Genius Pan containers offer
a threaded system that allows the bottom
of the pan to adjust up or down in the well,
keeping everything looking fresh, topped
off and inviting, cutting waste and saving
labor. By rotating tabs on the top of the
container as it empties, the ingredients
rise back to the top.

THERMOWORKS THERMAPEN

WHAT IS IT: A water-resistant pocket

thermometer with a foldable probe that
quickly gauges internal temperatures on
a digital display. It’s sturdy enough for the
kitchen and cheap enough not to break the
bank.
WHO USES IT: Although piercing smaller

WHO USES IT: Vince Sitto, owner of
Lentil Mediterranean Grill in Royal Oak,
Michigan, knows people eat with their
eyes. So when they choose ingredients for
salads, the ingredients always need to look
fresh and appetizing. “For years, we’ve
needed a solution on how to make our food
containers look full and fresh without
compromising the first-in, first-out
method. The Genius Pan is easy to use and
our employees love it. Definitely a game
changer,” he says.
ADDED PERKS: Made from BPA-

free Tritan, the containers withstand
temperatures from -40 degrees to 210
degrees.
THE DIFFERENCE IT MADE: Ingredients

always look fresh; less waste.
proteins, like steak, fish and pork chops,
PRICE: $20 TO $132
remains a grill-station sin at Chef Isaac
Toups’ restaurants, Toups South and Toups
Meatery in New Orleans, the James Beard
finalist has found other uses. He not only
tests the internal temps of roasting chickens,
turkeys and whole hogs but also uses them
for his crab cakes. “My crab cakes are aiolibased so when they cook, I don’t want them
to be overcooked, as the emulsion would
break,” says Toups “The Thermapen is
essential in ensuring the cakes are cooked
perfectly.”
ADDED PERKS: Use it when smoking whole
animals, as ensuring proper temperatures
can make or break your barbecue, or poke
the probe into dishes that were prepared in
advance and reheated to ensure you didn’t
overheat your offering.

SOMETIMES OVENS CAN
BE BIG USERS OF POWER,
BUT (MARRA FORNI
ELECTRIC BRICK OVENS)
ARE VERY EFFICIENT.
—Chef Ed Brown, Restaurant Associates

EQUIPPED
TO SUCCEED
VITA PREP AERATOR

WHAT IS IT: Vitamix has long been a
favorite among independent chefs but
it couldn’t do one important task—until
now. Vitamix has introduced an aerating
container that handles the job once left
to dispensers requiring N20 cartridges.
The aerator whips cream, muddles herbs,
creates foams and emulsifies using gentle
aeration.

Outshine the competition by using top-quality equipment and supplies.
We deliver thousands of outstanding products nationwide, and ordering
with us is the easiest part of your day. From the front to the back of the
house, your success is our priority.
For more information, contact your US Foods® Representative
or Save Time. Order Online! usfoods.com

WHO USES IT: Holly Jiven, the chef de
cuisine at Jose Andres’ Bazaar in Los
Angeles, appreciates the aerator for its
power and efficiency. “This container can
get me the results I’m looking for in a faster
and more consistent manner,” she says.
ADDED PERKS: The disc blade quickly
chills beverages, mixes bar-quality
cocktails, infuses flavors from herbs,
and produces fluffy whipped cream and
silky-smooth sauces. The patent-pending
aerating disc blade extracts essential oils
from herbs and also separates juice from
fruit, while preserving textures.
PRICE: $150

PRICE: $99

© 2018 US Foods, Inc. 06-2018 FOF-2018060402
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ASK THE EXPERTS

Food Fanatics chefs and restaurant operations
consultants help fix everyday industry issues

PROBLEM:

Miscalculating food costs, an issue often caused by
“eyeballing” portions, especially butchering whole fish.
Chef says he’s an expert at cutting portions.

SOLUTION:

Thank your chef, but nothing is as accurate as a scale
and numbers. Examine the price paid for the ingredient
over three months. Then examine the number of
portions sold over the same time. The amount will
reveal the true food cost. If product is being wasted
because of inexperience, training might be necessary or
a move toward purchasing pre-portioned ingredients.

BENEFIT:

YOUR PASSPORT
TO QUALITY
We go to great lengths to locate authentic premium ingredients
from the best regional sources. Because providing distinctive quality
means going a little farther. Explore your inspiration at usfoods.com,
where you can order from a selection of oils, grains and
extraordinary flavors from around the world.

More accurate food cost and less waste.

Problem: Portions of
macaroni and cheese kept
warm in cast-iron skillets
dry out before they can
be served. Diners stopped
ordering mac and cheese
and often sent the dish
back to the kitchen.
Solution: Switch to
holding the product
in ceramic skillets so
the product can be
microwaved in the serving
skillet and then finished
under the broiler.

Benefit: Eliminates waste
and holding skillets; plus
every dish is properly
cooked. Sales are likely to
increase as a result.

Problem: We need a
healthy side at brunch
that’s low cost and easy to
execute.
Solution: Cut vegetables,
such as zucchini, broccoli,
kohlrabi and carrots, into
matchsticks and give
them a quick saute before
seasoning with togarashi
or just salt and pepper.

Benefit: It’s fast and can
double as a slaw. You
can eliminate prep by
purchasing pre-packaged
veggies.

Got a question for the experts?
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Problem: New hires are
no-shows.

Solution: Require the
candidate to come in
for a short stage (a few
hours) and make it unpaid.
Be sure to share your
requirements upfront, but
don’t take advantage of
the potential hire. Offer a
meal to eat on premise or
to go as a thank you.

Benefit: You get a better
sense of the potential
hire’s interest, whether he
or she is working the host
stand or as a prep cook.
The potential hire also gets
an introduction that should
help on his or her first day.

Problem: Restaurant has
become noticeably louder
after a remodel or buildout.
Solution: Add padding
to the undersides of
tables with acoustic foam,
use sound-absorbing
upholstery or affix soundabsorbing panels to high
ceilings

Benefit: Costs are lower
than undergoing another
remodel. If changes don’t
improve the acoustics,
seek advice from a
hospitality design firm.

Problem: Messy work
stations.

Solution: Bad habits
take time to break. Be
clear about expectations
on the line; mentor and
lead by example. Offer
a weekly reward for the
best maintained station or
the most improved with
whatever is important to
staff, such as first choice
for vacation or time off.

Benefit: Builds good
habits, a sense of
accomplishment and selfconfidence. n

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com.

EXCLUSIVE
BRAND
© 2018 US Foods, Inc. 06-2018-FOF-2018060402

AS A YOUNGER GENERATION OF DINERS INCREASINGLY SEEK OUT
AUTHENTIC FLAVORS AND SMALL-BATCH SPIRITS, IT’S NO WONDER
MEZCAL IS RIDING HIGH.

STOKED ON SMOKE
MEZCAL IS THE SPIRIT OF THE MOMENT
BY KATE BERNOT
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“The younger customer is more open
to trying out new things, and mezcal is
everywhere these days,” says Jennifer
Schneider, bar manager at Copita
Tequileria y Comida in Sausalito,
California. “It changes the people who try
it. And it’s an easier sell because they’ve
seen it before.”
The agave-derived liquor is still largely
produced by traditional methods in
Oaxaca, Mexico, with each distiller and
region lending its own sense of place to
the bottle. Telling the story of individual
producers and their artisanal methods
have helped bartenders combat the
outdated notion that mezcal is bottom-tier
swill with a dead worm in every bottle.
Sales of mezcal are expected to increase
nearly 18 percent by the end of 2022,
reaching $840 million globally, according
to a study by Future Market Insights.
Though it’s yet to equal the 17.2 million
9-liter cases of tequila sold in the U.S. last
year, demand for mezcal is up and creating
concerns about overharvesting agave.
Though mezcal has obvious applications
in margaritas and palomas, bartenders are
gaining new fans for the spirit by thinking
beyond Mexican-inspired cocktails.

❱❱ Read the smoke signals

Because agave plants are roasted in
pits, smokiness is often a dominant flavor.
While that can attract scotch drinkers,
mezcal offers more than smoke, such as
earthy and floral notes or honey and toffee.
“When I create a cocktail with mezcal,
either I really want to brighten up and
bring out the smokiness for mezcal-lovers
... or if I want to bring new people closer
to mezcal, I might try to tame the smoke,”
Schneider says.
Depending on the brands available to
you, using a base mezcal—a lighter version
of the spirit—is a good place to start.
“There are really pretty floral mezcals,
and there’s really rough and dirty mezcal,”
says Mike Jones, head bartender at

Chicago’s Sable Kitchen & Bar. While he
prefers the latter, leaning toward floral and
more delicate notes can lure in newbies.
So try using milder versions of the spirit,
like Nuestra Soledad Zoquitlan, Alipus San
Baltazar, and Del Maguey Iberico.
Combining the spirit with agave-based
tequila also produces a good base.
“When we build a drink with equal
parts mezcal and house blanco tequila,
we found it mellows out the smokiness,”
says Chris Michel, a manager at Minero
in Charleston, South Carolina. “Mezcal is
on the expensive side, so we find that by
doing that we’re not watering it down. The
combination also lowers the price point.”
For mezcal cocktails, most bartenders
suggest reaching for espadin, which
makes up the vast majority of production.
It’s budget-friendly, and the variety of
producers means you can find a brand that
works in a wide array of applications.
According to Michel, espadin hits most
of the key notes—citrus, green tones,
earthiness, smoke—so he’s been pleased
with Minero’s choice of El Peloton de la
Muerte as the house mezcal.

❱❱ Get bitter

Traditionally served neat alongside a
few slices of orange, mezcal obviously
plays well with fresh orange and lime in
cocktails. It’s a solid base for margaritas,
too. At Minero, customers can sub mezcal
for tequila in margaritas for a $2 upcharge.
But mezcal also shines with bitter spirits.
“Mezcal and bitters is an amazing
combination—with Campari, with Aperol,
with amaro,” says Schneider. “Aperol is
very smooth and complements the edges of
the mezcal. Add some citrus and you have
the perfect drink.”
Because new mezcal drinkers tend to
fixate on the smokiness, Michel suggests
mixing the spirit with ingredients that
play up other flavors. He’s also a fan of the
mezcal-Aperol combination, as well as
mezcal cocktails that include mole bitters

READ UP:
Emma Janzen’s recently published
book, “Mezcal: The History, Craft
& Cocktails of the World’s Ultimate
Artisanal Spirit” is a one-stop crash
course in the spirit’s production and
applications.

Lust for Life

Joaquin Simo, Ouring Ribbobs, New York City

1½ ounces Del Maguey Vida mezcal
¾ ounce Lustau Palo Cortado Peninsula
sherry
¾ ounce orgeat syrup
½ ounce lemon juice
½ ounce pineapple juice
Cocoa powder for dusting
Combine all ingredients in a mixing tin, add
ice, and shake well. Strain into a rocks glass
over a large chunk of ice. Garnish with a
light dusting of cocoa powder.
Published in “Mezcal: The History, Craft &
Cocktails of the World’s Ultimate Artisanal
Spirit” by Emma Janzen (Voyager Press, 2017)

or Ancho Reyes chili liqueur to play up
earthy, spicy notes.

❱❱ Create a new classic

Updating a classic drink with mezcal can
attract newer drinkers, says Mike Jones,
who gets requests for a Last Word with
mezcal, or a Oaxacan Old Fashioned (sub
mezcal for whiskey). Jones’ Misunderstood
cocktail—a mix of Mezcal Vida, tequila,
spicy ginger ale, honey, lime juice and
cucumber, with a pilsner sidecar—is a mule
riff that’s been on Sable’s menu for years.
Because mezcal is relatively new to the
American bar scene, new ideas abound.
“There are no rules; there’s not a whole
book of classic cocktails with mezcal,”
says Schneider. “That’s what is exciting
to bartenders: They have the ability to
advance the cocktail community, to create
the new classics.” n
USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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BY THE NUMBERS

Play these numbers for a bigger payout

WHAT THE FUNK?

Bubbling for the last few years, pickled and fermented foods are becoming as common as ketchup and mustard.
Whether an accompaniment or an ingredient in a dish, the salinity, spice and funkiness of these foods offer
contrast, flavor and a healthy profile that’s hard to beat.

GOCHUJANG

FISH SAUCE

200%

54%

Fermented red chile paste

Increase on
U.S. menus

Thai condiment made
from salted fish

Increase on U.S. menus

13%

57%

6%

28%

KEFIR

KIMCHI

PICKLED

101%

92%

55%

31%

47%

85%

22%

65%

Consumers who are
familiar with it

KOMBUCHA

Fermented sweet tea

226%

Consumers who
have tried it

BBQ BRISKET with
GRILLED APPLE KRAUT SLAW

Consumers who are
familiar with it

Consumers who have tried it

Increase on U.S. menus

40%

Consumers who are
familiar with it

17%

Consumers who have tried it

Increase on U.S. menus

Consumers who are
familiar with it

14%

Consumers who have tried it

Spicy fermented
vegetables

Increase on U.S. menus

Consumers who are familiar
with it

Consumers who have tried it

Carrots, beets, onions and
other vegetables

Increase on menus

Consumers who are familiar with it

Consumers who have
tried it
Source: Based on data from Datassential
tracking menus over the past four years.
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ILLUSTRATION ROB WILSON

Milk fermented
with bacteria

PICKLED
VEGETABLES
HAVE
GROWN

55

%

ACROSS U.S.
MENUS.*
*Why It’s Time for Restaurants
to Embrace Fermented Foods,
Toast Restaurant Blog 2018
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Consumers are reaching for exciting new flavors, and pickled and fermented foods can give your menu a
tangy, trendy bite. Whether used as a side or an ingredient, fermented flavors can help you provide the new
flavor experiences guests crave. With products like Frank’s Kraut, Claussen Sliced Pickles and Heinz Vinegar,
Kraft Heinz has all you need to trendset the table.
Discover more fermented food recipes at KraftHeinz-Foodservice.com/USFRecipes.

GET THE RIGHT FIT
EVERY TIME

US Foods® is your partner in the cleaning and
disposables category. Monogram® Can Liners are
the best in the market, with star seals, premium
resins and easy-to-use dispensing boxes.
Talk to your US Foods representative today about
our wide variety of sizes, colors and styles.
© 2018 US Foods, Inc. 06-2018-FOF-2018060402
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